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Abstract
We show that the Galois cohomology groups of p-adic representations of a direct
power of Gal(Qp/Qp) can be computed via the generalization of Herr’s complex to mul-
tivariable (ϕ,Γ)-modules. Using Tate duality and a pairing for multivariable (ϕ,Γ)-
modules we extend this to analogues of the Iwasawa cohomology. We show that all p-
adic representations of a direct power of Gal(Qp/Qp) are overconvergent and, moreover,
passing to overconvergent multivariable (ϕ,Γ)-modules is an equivalence of categories.
Finally, we prove that the overconvergent Herr complex also computes the Galois co-
homology groups.
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1 Introduction
In recent work [36, 37] of the second named author the relevance of p-adic representations
of a direct power of the absolute Galois group Gal(Qp/Qp) to the p-adic Langlands programme
is pointed out. The main result of [37] is that for any finite set ∆ the category of continuous
representations of the group GQp,∆ :=
∏
α∈∆Gal(Qp/Qp) over Fp (resp. over Zp, resp. over Qp)
is equivalent to the category of certain “multivariable” étale (ϕ,Γ)-modules: the coefficient
ring modulo pn is the Laurent series ring Zp/(pn)[[Xα | α ∈ ∆]][X−1α | α ∈ ∆] and there is
an operator ϕα and group Γα ∼= Z×p for each variable Xα that acts via usual Frobenius lift,
resp. cyclotomic character on the corresponding variable, and trivially on the other variables
Xβ for all β ∈ ∆ different from α. On the other hand, in [36] a functor D∨∆ is constructed
from the category of smooth p-power torsion representations of the Qp-points G of a Qp-split
connected reductive group with connected centre to the category of multivariable (ϕ,Γ)-
modules (together with a linear action of the centre Z(G)) where the index set ∆ is the set
of simple roots of G with respect to a choice of Borel subgroup B and maximal Qp-split
torus T ≤ B. The definition of the functor D∨∆ builds on earlier work of Breuil [9] and has
some promising properties: compatibility with tensor products and parabolic induction; right
exactness in general and exactness on extensions of principal series; faithfulness on extensions
of irreducible principal series. The reason why we strongly believe that representations of
GQp,∆ arise naturally in the p-adic Langlands programme for higher rank reductive groups
over Qp is mainly that the representations theory of, say, GLn(Qp) (n > 2) is much more
complicated than that of GQp having p-cohomological dimension 2. For instance, the work
of Breuil and Herzig [10] suggests that a generalized Montréal functor [9], applied to Hecke
isotypical components of the cohomology of certain Shimura varieties, should not produce the
Galois representation ρ attached to the Hecke eigensystem, but a certain tensor induction
ρ⊗ ∧2ρ⊗ · · · ⊗ ∧n−1ρ
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of it. The idea is to possibly interpret the higher exterior powers ∧iρ, too, in this picture as
representations of different copies of GQp. One hint is that even in the case of GL2(Qp) the
determinant ∧2ρ appears on the automorphic side as a central character. What supports this
is that the individual factors ∧iρ indeed appear in the Shimura cohomology of unitary groups
of type U(i, n − i) [11] even though there is no evidence for the appearance of their tensor
product so far.
The goal of the present paper is to further develop the theory of “multivariable (ϕ,Γ)-
modules” with an eye on possible applications to p-adic Hodge theory, to the p-adic Langlands
programme, and to Iwasawa theory.
1.1 Outline of the paper
In section 2.1 we define the (Fontaine–)Herr complex ΦΓ•(D) of a multivariable (ϕ,Γ)-
module D, which is, informally speaking, the Koszul-complex of the (commuting) operators
{(ϕα − 1), (γα − 1) | α ∈ ∆} acting on D for some topological generator γα ∈ Γα (with
slight modification in case p = 2). We show that the cochain complex ΦΓ•(D) computes the
GQp,∆-cohomology of the corresponding representation V = V(D). Our proof is new even
in the classical case |∆| = 1 (due to Herr [20]) and is more conceptual than the existing
proofs: Instead of verifying [20] rather intrinsically that the δ-functor D 7→ hiΦΓ•(D) (i ≥ 0)
is coeffaceable or directly computing h1ΦΓ•(D) [15] we extend the equivalence of categories
D with étale (ϕ,Γ)-modules to the category of discrete p-primary abelian groups with con-
tinuous GQp,∆-action by taking direct limits. The latter category has enough injectives, so by
dimension shifting and checking h0ΦΓ•(D) = V GQp,∆ we may assume that V(D) is injective
in which case the statement follows by a simple spectral sequence argument. Our proof is
self-contained in the case p = 2 (see section 2.2), too, (which is, to our taste, not satisfactorily
covered by the existing literature in the classical case |∆| = 1 either—for a rather sketchy
proof see Thm. 3.3 in [25]).
In order to treat the Iwasawa cohomology groups
H iIw(GQp,∆, V ) := lim←−
HQp,∆≤H≤oGQp,∆
H i(H, V )
in this context we develop Tate duality for multivariable (ϕ,Γ)-modules (section 2.4). Note
that the coefficient ring Zp/(pn)[[Xα | α ∈ ∆]][X−1α | α ∈ ∆] is not locally compact when
|∆| > 1, so we cannot hope for a perfect pairing {·, ·} between D and its Tate dual D∗(1∆).
However, the pairing we construct is non-degenerate and ϕ- and Γ-equivariant. This allows us
to show that the ψ-complex Ψ•(D) (ie. the Koszul-complex of the operators ψα−1 for α ∈ ∆)
computes these Iwasawa-cohomology groups. Here ψα is the distinguished left inverse of the
operator ϕα (α ∈ ∆). The technical difficulty towards this is to show that the cohomology
groups hiΨ•(D) are compact and hence the pairing {·, ·} : D×D∗(1∆)→ Qp/Zp—even though
not perfect on the whole D—induces a perfect paring between hiΨ•(D) and h|∆|−iΦ•(D∗(1∆)).
In section 2.6 we extend the results on the computation of GQp,∆-cohomology to represent-
ations over Zp and Qp. Our treatment here is inspired by the recent paper of Schneider and
Venjakob [32]. We finish section 2 by proving the analogue of the Euler–Poincaré character-
istic formula in this context. Even though there is a simple proof using the Hochschild–Serre
spectral sequence and the classical |∆| = 1 case we chose to do this via the complex Ψ•(D),
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since along the way we also show further finiteness properties of the Iwasawa cohomology
groups that we need later on.
Section 3 is devoted to overconvergence. The fact that all continuous representations
of GQp,∆ are overconvergent follows rather easily from the one-variable case by induction.
However, in order to show that passing to overconvergent (ϕ,Γ)-modules is an equivalence
of categories (ie. this functor is essentially surjective) one needs to introduce multivariable
analogues of “extended Robba rings” in the sense of Kedlaya [21]. In the last section we use
the observation (which follows from the above equivalence of categories) that for any fixed
choice of α in ∆ each multivariable overconvergent (ϕ,Γ)-module admits a basis in which
the matrices of ϕα and γα ∈ Γα contain only the variable Xα, and no Xβ for β 6= α in
∆. We combine this with uniform continuity of the operators γα − 1 and ψα − 1 [13, 14]
to verify that the natural map from the overconvergent to the p-completed Herr complex is
a quasi-isomorphism. In particular, the former also computes the same GQp,∆-cohomology
groups. Here again, we treat first the Iwasawa cohomology and then deduce the statement
on GQp,∆-cohomology using a quasi-isomorphism between the cochain complexes ΦΓ
•(D) and
ΨΓ•(D).
Throughout the paper we decided to work with the coefficient field Qp (resp. Zp, resp.
Fp) since using a finite extension K/Qp (resp. its ring of integers OK , resp. residue field κ)
would lead to the same statements as restricting the coefficients to Qp (resp. Zp, resp. Fp) do
not change the GQp,∆-cohomology groups, nor the overconvergence. We also decided not to
replace Qp by a finite extension (or even by |∆| distinct extensions) in GQp,∆. One reason for
this is that the paper [37] only covers representations of GQp,∆. Further, group cohomology of
finite index subgroups of GQp,∆ can easily be computed via GQp,∆-cohomology using Shapiro’s
Lemma. Regarding the overconvergence there would be two natural ways of passing to finite
extensions F/Qp: one could either work with cyclotomic or Lubin–Tate (ϕ,Γ)-modules. The
cyclotomic case is covered in a recent paper [12] of the second named author with A. Carter
and K. Kedlaya. However, there is strong evidence [17] that Lubin–Tate (ϕ,Γ)-modules (or
maybe even (ϕ,Γ)-modules over the character variety [7]) are better suited for the extension of
the p-adic Langlands correspondence to GL2(F ) where F/Qp is a finite extension. We expect
that multivariable versions (for products of Galois groups) of these Lubin–Tate (ϕ,Γ)-modules
will play a role in a future p-adic Langlands correspondence for reductive groups of higher
rank over F . Note that the question of overconvergence is more subtle in Lubin–Tate theory
even in the one variable case. The “one-variable” Lubin–Tate (ϕ,Γ)-module corresponding to
a representation of GF is overconvergent if it is either F -analytic (Thm. C in [5]) or factors
through ΓK . Conversely, any overconvergent representation arises as a quotient of the tensor
product of an F -analytic representation and a representation factoring through ΓK (Thm. A
in [6]). It is natural to expect the same results in the product situation, as well.
1.2 Relation to Iwasawa theory
This paper builds up the necessary technical tools to formulate Bloch–Kato exponential
maps and ε-isomorphisms in this product situation. The natural next step would be to extend
the equivalence between categories of continuous representations of the group GQp,∆ and étale
(ϕ∆,Γ∆)-modules to the multivariable Robba ringR∆ and show that the Herr complex of étale
(ϕ∆,Γ∆)-modules over R∆ still computes Galois cohomology. This should follow similarly as
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in the overconvergent case, but we do not pursue this here to keep the length of the article
reasonable. Once we have the multivariable analogue of Ddif extending Berger’s work, it
would be possible to define a general Bloch-Kato exponential map of (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-modules over
R∆ following Nakamura [27]. This would interpolate Perrin-Riou’s big logarithm maps in this
setting and would be related to the inverse of the isomorphism as in Theorem 2.5.2 which is
a generalization of classical Log∗ (Theorem II.1.3, [14]). Using the Bloch-Kato exponential
map it would be possible to formulate a conjectural description of ε-isomorphisms in the
multivariable setting [28]. We hope to prove many cases of these multivariable ε-conjectures
using known one-variable results of Benois [2], Nakamura [29] etc. We speculate also another
possible link with (abelian) equivariant epsilon conjecture as in Benois-Berger [3], Bley-Cobbe
[8]. We hope to relate the multivariable ε-conjecture with the abelian equivariant ε-conjecture.
Using the results on multivariable ε-conjecture, it should provide us with new cases of classical,
one-variable equivariant ε-conjectures by restricting to the diagonal embedding of GQp to
GQp,∆.
1.3 Relation to p-adic geometry
Products of local Galois groups show up rather naturally in modern p-adic geometry via
Drinfeld’s Lemma (Lemma 1.1.2 in [33]). In particular, p-adic representations of GQp,∆ are in
one-to-one correspondence with certain local systems on the product SpdQp×· · ·×SpdQp of
diamonds (see Thm. 16.3.1 in op. cit.). The reason why the equivalence of categories between
representations of GQp,∆ and multivariable (ϕ,Γ)-modules is not a direct consequence of this
general theory is that SpdQp×· · ·×SpdQp is not the adic spectrum of a fixed ring. However,
using an embedding into the adic spectrum of the perfect closure of OE∆/(p) it is possible [12]
to prove the main result of [37] in this fashion (see also Cor. 4.3.16 in [24]) even in a more
general form of classifying representations of a product GF1 × · · · ×GFd where F1, . . . , Fd are
finite extensions of Qp.
1.4 Relation to other notions of multivariable (ϕ,Γ)-modules
Our definition of multivariable overconvergent and Robba rings is somewhat different from
that considered in [4, 22] and in the possibly non-commutative version in [35]. Here the func-
tions are required to converge on a full polyannulus whereas in these previous constructions
the modulus of the variables have a fixed relation. The reason for this difference is that we
have partial Frobenii to act on our rings O†E∆ and R∆ and the relation of the moduli of vari-
ables changes under these operators. However, R∆ can naturally be viewed as a subring of the
multivariable Robba ring considered in [22]. This relation is expected to have consequences
on the structural properties of Berger’s multivariable Lubin–Tate (ϕ,Γ)-modules.
1.5 Notations
For a finite set ∆ let GQp,∆ :=
∏
α∈∆Gal(Qp/Qp) denote the direct power of the absolute
Galois group of Qp indexed by ∆. We denote by RepFp(GQp,∆) (resp. by RepZp(GQp,∆),
resp. by RepQp(GQp,∆)) the category of continuous representations of the profinite group
GQp,∆ on finite dimensional Fp-vector spaces (resp. finitely generated Zp-modules, resp. finite
5
dimensional Qp-vector spaces). On the other hand, for independent commuting variables Xα
(α ∈ ∆) we put
E∆ := Fp[[Xα | α ∈ ∆]][X−1α | α ∈ ∆] ,
OE∆ := lim←−
h
(
Zp/̟
h[[Xα | α ∈ ∆]][X−1α | α ∈ ∆]
)
,
E∆ := OE∆ [p−1] .
Moreover, for each element α ∈ ∆ we have the partial Frobenius ϕα, and group Γα ∼=
Gal(Qp(µp∞)/Qp)
χα,∼→ Z×p acting on the variable Xα in the usual way
ϕα(Xα) := (1 +Xα)
p − 1 , γα(Xα) := (1 +Xα)χα(γα) − 1 , γα ∈ Γα
and commuting with the other variables Xβ (β ∈ ∆ \ {α}) in the above rings. We put
Γ∆ :=
∏
α∈∆ Γα which is naturally the quotient of the group GQp,∆ by the normal subgroup
HQp,∆ :=
∏
α∈∆HQp,α where Gal(Qp/Qp(µp∞) ∼= HQp,α ≤ GQp,α ∼= Gal(Qp/Qp). A (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-
module over E∆ (resp. over OE∆ , resp. over E∆) is a finitely generated E∆-module (resp. OE∆-
module, resp. E∆-module) D together with commuting semilinear actions of the operators ϕα
and groups Γα (α ∈ ∆). In case the coefficient ring is E∆ or OE∆ , we say that D is étale if the
map id⊗ϕα : ϕ∗αD → D is an isomorphism for all α ∈ ∆. For the coefficient ring E∆ we require
the stronger assumption for the étale property that D comes from an étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-module
over OE∆ by inverting p. The main result of [37] is that RepFp(GQp,∆) (resp. RepZp(GQp,∆),
resp. RepQp(GQp,∆)) is equivalent to the category of étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-modules over E∆ (resp.
over OE∆ , resp. over E∆).
2 Cohomology of GQp,∆ via the Herr complex
2.1 Cohomology of p-torsion representations
In order to prove our main result in this section we first extend the functor D originally
defined in [37] for objects in RepZp(GQp,∆) to the category Rep
discr
Zp−tors(GQp,∆) of discrete p-
primary abelian groups with continuous action of GQp,∆. This will be needed in the sequel
as we shall use injective objects in this category which do not exist in the category of finitely
generated modulo pn representations of GQp,∆. For an object V in Rep
discr
Zp−tors(GQp,∆) we put
D(V ) :=
(
OÊur∆ ⊗Zp V
)HQp,∆
(see §4.2 in [37] for the definition of OÊur∆ ). Any object in Rep
discr
Zp−tors(GQp,∆) is the filtered
direct limit of p-torsion objects in RepZp(GQp,∆). Moreover, D commutes with filtered direct
limits since both the tensor product and taking HQp,∆-invariants do so. Therefore D is an
exact functor into the category lim−→D
et
tors(ϕ∆,Γ∆,OE∆) of injective limits of p-power torsion
objects in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆,OE∆) by Cor. 4.8 in [37]. On the other hand, for an object D in
lim−→D
et
tors(ϕ∆,Γ∆,OE∆) we define
V(D) :=
⋂
α∈∆
(OÊur∆ ⊗OE∆ D)
ϕα=id .
Since V also commutes with direct limits, we deduce
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Corollary 2.1.1. The functors D and V are quasi-inverse equivalences of categories between
RepdiscrZp−tors(GQp,∆) and lim−→D
et
tors(ϕ∆,Γ∆,OE∆).
Proof. This follows from Thm. 4.10 in [37] by taking direct limits.
Put Dsep := OÊur∆ ⊗Zp V = OÊur∆ ⊗OE∆ D(V ) and consider the cochain complex
Φ•(Dsep) : 0→ Dsep →
⊕
α∈∆
Dsep → · · · →
⊕
{α1,...,αr}∈(∆r)
Dsep → · · · → Dsep → 0
where for all 0 ≤ r ≤ |∆| − 1 the map dβ1,...,βr+1α1,...,αr : Dsep → Dsep from the component in the rth
term corresponding to {α1, . . . , αr} ⊆ ∆ to the component corresponding to the (r+1)-tuple
{β1, . . . , βr+1} ⊆ ∆ is given by
dβ1,...,βr+1α1,...,αr =
{
0 if {α1, . . . , αr} 6⊆ {β1, . . . , βr+1}
(−1)ε(id−ϕβ) if {β1, . . . , βr+1} = {α1, . . . , αr} ∪ {β} ,
where ε = ε(α1, . . . , αr, β) is the number of elements in the set {α1, . . . , αr} smaller than β.
Lemma 2.1.2. For any object V in RepdiscrZp−tors(GQp,∆) the augmentation map V [0]→ Φ•(Dsep)
is a quasi-isomorphism of cochain complexes where V [0] denotes the complex with V in degree
zero and 0 everywhere else.
Proof. By Proposition 4.2 in [37], the augmentation map Fp[0] → Φ•(Esep∆ ) is a quasi-
isomorphism. By devissage, the augmentation map Z/pn[0] → Φ•(OÊur∆ /p
n) is also a quasi-
isomorphism as each term is a flat Z/pn-module in both complexes. Now if V is a finite abelian
p-group then it is killed by pn for some n and we have Φ•(D(V )sep) = Φ•(OÊur∆ /p
n) ⊗Z/pn
V . Using again the flatness, the statement follows from the quasi-isomorphism Z/pn[0] →
Φ•(OÊur∆ /p
n) by tensoring with V . The case of general V is deduced by taking the direct limit
which is exact.
Lemma 2.1.3. We have H icont(HQp,∆,OÊur∆ /p
n) = 0 for all n ≥ 1 and i ≥ 1.
Proof. By the long exact sequence of cohomology (devissage) we are reduced to the case
n = 1. The case i = 1 is treated in Prop. 4.1 in [37] and the higher cohomology groups vanish
for the same reason: using the notations therein E ′∆ is cohomologically trivial for all finite
extensions E ′α/Eα (α ∈ ∆) as it is induced as an H ′-module.
Proposition 2.1.4. The complex Φ•(D(V )) computes the HQp,∆-cohomology of V , ie. we
have hiΦ•(D(V )) ∼= H i(HQp,∆, V ) as representations of Γ∆.
Proof. At first assume that V is finite. By the definition of D(V ) the complex Φ•(D(V )) is the
HQp,∆-invariant part of Φ
•(Dsep). However, the terms of Φ•(Dsep) are direct sums of copies
of Dsep = Esep∆ ⊗E∆ D(V ) which are acyclic objects for the HQp,∆-cohomology by Lemma
2.1.3. The statement is deduced from Lemma 2.1.2. The general case follows noting that
both hiΦ•(D(·)) and H i(HQp,∆, ·) commute with filtered direct limits.
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We denote by C∆ the torsion subgroup of Γ∆ ∼=
∏
α∈∆ Z
×
p and put H
∗
Qp,∆ for the kernel
of the composite quotient map GQp,∆ ։ Γ∆ ։ Γ
∗
∆ := Γ∆/C∆. Then C∆ is isomorphic to∏
α∈∆(Z/2pZ)
× (which has order prime to p if and only if p is odd). We have
Corollary 2.1.5. The complex Φ•(D(V )C∆) computes the H∗Qp,∆-cohomology of V .
Proof. In case p is odd this follows from the Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence using Prop.
2.1.4 since C∆ is prime to p and therefore has p-cohomological dimension 0. The proof in case
p = 2 is postponed to section 2.2 below.
We choose topological generators γα ∈ Γ∗α := Γα/(Γα ∩ C∆) for each α ∈ ∆. If A is an
arbitrary (for now abstract) representation of the group Γ∗∆ ∼=
∏
α∈∆ Zp on a Zp-module we
denote by Γ•∆(A) the cochain complex
Γ•∆(A) : 0→ A→
⊕
α∈∆
A→ · · · →
⊕
{α1,...,αr}∈(∆r )
A→ · · · → A→ 0
analogous to Φ•(·) where for all 0 ≤ r ≤ |∆|−1 the map dβ1,...,βr+1α1,...,αr : A→ A from the component
in the rth term corresponding to {α1, . . . , αr} ⊆ ∆ to the component corresponding to the
(r + 1)-tuple {β1, . . . , βr+1} ⊆ ∆ is given by
dβ1,...,βr+1α1,...,αr =
{
0 if {α1, . . . , αr} 6⊆ {β1, . . . , βr+1}
(−1)ε(id−γβ) if {β1, . . . , βr+1} = {α1, . . . , αr} ∪ {β} ,
where ε = ε(α1, . . . , αr, β) is the number of elements in the set {α1, . . . , αr} smaller than β.
Lemma 2.1.6. The functors A 7→ hnΓ•∆(A) (n ≥ 0) form a cohomological δ-functor. Moreover,
if A is a discrete abelian group with continuous Γ∗∆-action, then we have h
0Γ•∆(A) = A
Γ∗∆.
Proof. Given a short exact sequence 0 → A → B → C → 0 of representations of Γ∆, we
obtain a short exact sequence of cochain complexes 0 → Γ•∆(A) → Γ•∆(B) → Γ•∆(C) → 0
whose long exact sequence yields maps δn : hnΓ•∆(C)→ hn+1Γ•∆(A) that are functorial in the
short exact sequence 0→ A→ B → C → 0.
For the second statement note that the action of Γ∗∆ on A locally factors through a finite
quotient. Therefore AΓ
∗
∆ =
⋂
α∈∆Ker(id−γα) = h0Γ•∆(A) as the classes of the elements γα
(α ∈ ∆) generate any finite quotient of Γ∗∆.
Proposition 2.1.7. Assume that A is a discrete p-primary abelian group on which Γ∗∆
acts continuously. Then the complex Γ•∆(A) computes the Γ
∗
∆-cohomology of A, ie. we have
hiΓ•∆(A) ∼= H icont(Γ∗∆, A) for all i ≥ 0.
Proof. The case |∆| = 1 is well-known, see for example exercise 2.2 in [19]. However, for the
convenience of the reader we give a proof even in this case. We proceed in 4 steps.
Step 1: Assume that A is a finite abelian p-group and |∆| = 1. Then the complex Γ•∆(A)
reads 0 → A id−γ→ A → 0. Since Γ∗∆ is generated topologically by γ and acts on A via a
finite quotient, we have H0cont(Γ
∗
∆, A) = Ker(id−γ). Now recall that the continuous cohomo-
logy H1cont(Γ
∗
∆, A) is defined as lim−→nH
1(Γ∗∆/Γ
∗
∆,n, A
Γ∗∆,n) where Γ∗∆,n is the unique subgroup
in Γ∗∆ of index p
n. Since A is finite, we have AΓ
∗
∆,n = A for n large enough. Now for the
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cohomology of the cyclic group Γ∗∆/Γ
∗
∆,n we have H
1(Γ∗∆/Γ
∗
∆,n, A) = Ker(N)/Im(id−γ) where
N =
∑pn−1
i=0 γ
i : A → A is the norm map. Again, if n is large enough, then even Γ∗∆,n−k acts
trivially on A where |A| = pk whence N = pk∑pn−k−1i=0 γi is the zero map on A. The state-
ment follows noting that all the other cohomology groups vanish as Zp has p-cohomological
dimension 1.
Step 2: Assume that A is any discrete p-primary abelian group and |∆| = 1. By the
continuity of the action of Γ∗∆, A is a direct limit of its finite Γ
∗
∆-invariant subgroups and the
statement follows from Step 1 noting that both Hn(Γ∗∆, ·) and hnΓ•∆(·) commute with filtered
direct limits.
Step 3: Assume that A is an injective object in the category of discrete p-primary abelian
groups with continuous Γ∗∆-action and |∆| > 0 arbitrary. We proceed by induction on |∆|.
For a fixed element α ∈ ∆ consider the double complex Γ•α(Γ•∆\{α}(A)) whose total complex
is the cochain complex Γ•∆(A) by definition. There is a spectral sequence
Epq2 = h
pΓ•α(h
qΓ•∆\{α}(A))⇒ hp+qΓ•∆(A)
associated to this double complex. By induction, Γ•∆\{α}(A) is acyclic in nonzero degrees
with zeroth cohomology isomorphic to H0cont(Γ
∗
∆\{α}, A) which is an injective object in the
category of discrete p-primary abelian groups with continuous Γ∗α-action. Hence the spectral
sequence degenerates at E1 and Γ
•
∆(A) is acyclic outside degree zero where its cohomology is
H0cont(Γ
∗
∆, A) by Step 1.
Step 4: By Lemma 2.1.6 we have H0cont(Γ
∗
∆, ·) ∼= h0Γ•∆(·), so there is a unique map
Hncont(Γ
∗
∆, ·) → hnΓ•∆(·) of cohomological δ-functors as Hncont(Γ∗∆, ·) is a universal δ-functor.
The statement follows from Step 3 by dimension shifting.
Now letD be any object in lim−→D
et
tors(ϕ∆,Γ∆,OE∆). We define the cochain complex ΦΓ•∆(D)
as the total complex of the double complex Γ•∆(Φ
•(DC∆)) and call it the Herr-complex of D.
Lemma 2.1.8. The functors (hnΦΓ•∆(·))n≥0 form a cohomological δ-functor from the category
lim−→D
et
tors(ϕ∆,Γ∆,OE∆) to the category Ab of abelian groups. Moreover, if V is an object in
RepdiscrZp−tors(GQp,∆), then we have h
0ΦΓ•∆(D(V )) = V
GQp,∆.
Proof. Given a short exact sequence 0 → D1 → D2 → D3 → 0 in lim−→D
et
tors(ϕ∆,Γ∆,OE∆),
we obtain a short exact sequence of cochain complexes 0 → ΦΓ•∆(D1) → ΦΓ•∆(D2) →
ΦΓ•∆(D3) → 0 whose long exact sequence yields maps δn : hnΦΓ•∆(D3) → hn+1ΦΓ•∆(D1) that
are functorial in the short exact sequence 0→ D1 → D2 → D3 → 0.
The second statement is a combination of Cor. 2.1.5 and Prop. 2.1.7 (both only used in
degree 0).
Theorem 2.1.9. Let V be an object in RepdiscrZp−tors(GQp,∆). The Herr complex ΦΓ
•
∆(D(V ))
computes the Galois cohomology of GQp,∆ with coefficients in V , ie. we have an isomorphism
H i(GQp,∆, V )
∼= hiΦΓ•∆(D(V )) natural in V for all i ≥ 0.
Proof. Since (Hn(GQp,∆, ·))n≥0 is a universal δ-functor, and (hnΦΓ•∆(D(·)))n≥0 is a δ-functor
such that H0(GQp,∆, ·) ∼= h0ΦΓ•∆(D(·)), we obtain a natural transformation Hn(GQp,∆, ·) →
hnΦΓ•∆(D(·)) of δ-functors. Assume first that V is injective in RepdiscrZp−tors(GQp,∆). We have a
spectral sequence
Epq2 = h
pΓ•∆(h
qΦ•(D(V )C∆))⇒ hp+qΦΓ•∆(D(V ))
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associated to the double complex Γ•∆(Φ
•(DC∆)). By Cor. 2.1.5 and the injectivity of V
the augmentation map V
H∗
Qp,∆ [0] → Φ•(D(V )C∆) is a quasi-isomorphism. Moreover, V H∗Qp,∆
is injective as a discrete representation of Γ∗∆ whence V
GQp,∆ [0] → Γ•∆(V H
∗
Qp,∆) is a quasi-
isomorphism by Prop. 2.1.7. Using the spectral sequence we deduce the statement in this
case.
Now the case of general V follows from Lemma 2.1.8 by dimension shifting since the
category RepdiscrZp−tors(GQp,∆) has enough injectives.
Remark. If V is a finite abelian p-group with a continuous action of GQp,∆ then the co-
homology groups H i(GQp,∆, V ) are finite for all i ≥ 0. Indeed, this follows from the classical
|∆| = 1 case by the Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence.
2.2 The case p = 2
We treat the case of p = 2 here separately. We take this opportunity to mention that
we find the literature on this a little unsatisfactory even in the classical case as the proof
of the (modified) Herr complex computing Galois cohomology in Thm. 3.3 in [25] is rather
sketchy. In any case, our strategy is different from the one in the Tsinghua lecture notes [15]
by Colmez.
Note that in this case we have C∆ ∼=
∏
α∈∆ Cα where Cα is the group of order 2 for each
α ∈ ∆. Put E∗∆ := EC∆∆ , O∗E∆ := OC∆E∆ , and E∗α := ECαα (α ∈ ∆). Now by a classical theorem
of E. Artin on Galois theory, Eα/E
∗
α is a Galois extension of degree 2 for each α ∈ ∆.
Lemma 2.2.1. We have H icont(H
∗
Qp,∆,OÊur∆ /p
n) = 0 for all n ≥ 1 and i ≥ 1.
Proof. By devissage we are reduced to the case n = 1 whence we have OÊur∆ /p = E
sep
∆ . As
an abstract field E∗α (α ∈ ∆) is a local field of characteristic 2 with residue field F2. By
the classification of local fields, E∗α is isomorphic to the field of formal Laurent series over
F2, in particular, it is—non-canonically—isomorphic to Eα. We fix such an isomorphism
ια : E
∗
α
∼→ Eα once and for all. Further, the natural inclusion E∗α ⊂ Eα ⊂ Esepα is a separable
closure of E∗α since the extension Eα/E
∗
α is separable. Hence the absolute Galois group of E
∗
α
is H∗Qp,α which is therefore isomorphic to HQp,α (being the absolute Galois group of Eα) for
all α ∈ ∆. We deduce H∗Qp,∆ ∼= HQp,∆ by taking products. Moreover, the isomorphisms ια
(α ∈ ∆) yield an isomorphism E∗∆ ∼= E∆ as topological rings. Putting these together we obtain
an automorphism ι : Esep∆
∼→ Esep∆ that—combined with the isomorphism H∗Qp,∆ ∼= HQp,∆—
induces an isomorphism between the pair (Esep∆ , H
∗
Qp,∆) (ie. E
sep
∆ together with the action of
H∗Qp,∆) and the pair (E
sep
∆ , HQp,∆). Once we have this isomorphism of pairs, we may apply
Lemma 2.1.3 in case n = 1 to deduce the statement.
Now we need the following
Lemma 2.2.2. Put ∆ = {α1, . . . , αn}. We have
E∆ ∼= Eα1 ⊗E∗α1
(
Eα2 ⊗E∗α2
(· · · (Eαn ⊗E∗αn E∗∆))) .
In particular, E∆ is a free module of rank 2
|∆| over E∗∆. Moreover, we have Frac(E∆)
C∆ =
Frac(E∗∆).
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Proof. For the first statement we apply Lemma 3.2 in [37] in the situation E∗∆ being the
base, and E∆ the extension. The containment Frac(E∆)
C∆ ⊇ Frac(E∗∆) is clear. The other
direction follows noting that the degrees |E∆ : Frac(E∆)C∆| and |E∆ : Frac(E∗∆)| are both
equal to 2|∆|—one by E. Artin’s theorem in Galois theory, the other by the first part.
Proposition 2.2.3. For any object D in Dettors(ϕ∆,Γ∆,OE∆) the natural map f : OE∆ ⊗O∗E∆
DC∆ → D is an isomorphism.
Proof. By devissage we may assume without loss of generality that 2D = 0, ie. D is an object
in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆, E∆). Note that f is a morphism in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆, E∆), so Ker(f) and Coker(f)
are objects in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆, E∆). In particular, they are free modules over E∆ by Cor. 3.16 in
[37]. Therefore it suffices to show that
Frac(E∆)⊗ f : Frac(E∆)⊗Frac(E∗∆) Frac(D)C∆ → Frac(D) (1)
is an isomorphism where Frac(E∆) (resp. Frac(E
∗
∆)) is the fraction field of E∆ (resp. of E
∗
∆)
and Frac(D) := Frac(E∆) ⊗E∆ D. Now note that the C∆-fixed part of the left hand side of
(1) is also Frac(D)C∆ which is the socle of the left hand side as a C∆-representation since
C∆ is a 2-group and Frac(E
∗
∆) has characteristic 2. Therefore Frac(E∆) ⊗ f is injective as a
nontrivial kernel would intersect the socle nontrivially. For the surjectivity we show
2|∆| dimFrac(E∗∆) Frac(D) = dimFrac(E∆) Frac(D) ≤
≤ dimFrac(E∆) Frac(E∆)⊗Frac(E∗∆) Frac(D)C∆ = dimFrac(E∗∆) Frac(D)C∆
by induction on |∆|. Denote by cα ∈ Cα the nontrivial element for all α ∈ ∆. Then
(id+cα)
2 = 0 in Frac(E∗∆)[Cα], so as an operator on Frac(D) the image of (id+cα) is contained
in its kernel Frac(D)Cα. Therefore we have dimFrac(E∗∆) Frac(D)
Cα ≥ 1
2
dimFrac(E∗∆) Frac(D).
Iterating this for all α ∈ ∆ we deduce the statement.
Corollary 2.2.4. The complex Φ•(D(V )C∆) computes the H∗Qp,∆-cohomology of V , ie. Cor.
2.1.5 holds in case of p = 2, too.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2.1 and Prop. 2.2.3 the proof of Prop. 2.1.4 goes through to this statement,
too.
Corollary 2.2.5. The functor V 7→ D(V )C∆ is exact.
2.3 Tate duality
Following III.7 in [30] we make the following definitions for a profinite group G with finite
p-cohomological dimension n. For a (discrete) G-module A we put Di(A) := lim−→U H
i(U,A)∨
where U runs through the open normal subgroups of G and (·)∨ := Hom(·,Q/Z) stands for
Pontryagin duality. The connecting maps in the inductive limit are the Pontryagin duals of the
corestriction maps. Further, we define the dualizing module of G at p by I := lim−→hDn(Z/p
hZ).
We have the functorial isomorphism
Hn(G,A)∨ ∼= HomG(A, I)
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for all p-primary discreteG-modulesA. We callG a duality group of dimension n ifDi(Z/pZ) =
0 for all i < n. In this case the edge morphism for the Tate spectral sequence
Ep,q2 = H
p(G,Dn−q(A))⇒ Hn−p−q(G,A)∨
is a functorial isomorphism
Hp(G,Hom(A, I)) ∼= Hn−p(G,A)∨
for all p-primary discrete G-module A. This isomorphism is also obtained from the cup
product
Hp(G,Hom(A, I))×Hn−p(G,A) ∪→ Hn(G, I)→ Qp/Zp .
A duality group of dimension n is called a Poincaré group at p if the dualizing module I
is isomorphic to Qp/Zp as an abelian group. The local duality theorem (7.2.6 in [30]) states
in particular, that the absolute Galois group GQp of Qp is a Poincaré group at p of dimension
2 with dualizing module I = µp∞. Further, by Thm. 3.7.4 in [30] the class of Poincaré groups
at p is closed under group extension. In particular, GQp,∆ is also a Poincaré group at p of
dimension 2d where we put d := |∆|. The dualizing module is I = µp∞,∆ (see Thm. 3.7.4(ii) in
op. cit.) which is by definition the GQp,∆-module isomorphic abstractly to µp∞ (ie. to Qp/Zp)
on which each component GQp,α (α ∈ ∆) acts as on µp∞ (ie. via the cyclotomic character).
Let Zp(1∆) := Tp(µp∞,∆) = lim←−n µpn,∆ be the p-adic Tate module of µp∞,∆ and for a p-
primary discrete GQp,∆-module A we define the Tate twist A(1∆) := A⊗Zp Zp(1∆) and Tate
dual Hom(A, µp∞,∆) = A
∨(1∆).
Theorem 2.3.1 (Tate duality for GQp,∆). For any discrete p-primary GQp,∆-module A the
cup product pairing induces an isomorphism H i(GQp,∆, A)
∼= H2d−i(GQp,∆, A∨(1∆))∨.
2.4 Duality for (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-modules over OE∆
Let D be an étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-module over OE∆ . Recall that the étale condition for the
action of ϕα for an element α ∈ ∆ means that the map id⊗ϕα : OE∆ ⊗OE∆ ,ϕα D → D is
bijective. Now OE∆ is a free module over itself via the ring homomorphism ϕα with generators
{(1 +Xα)i | 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1}. Therefore any x ∈ D can uniquely be written as a sum
x =
p−1∑
i=0
(1 +Xα)
iϕα(xi) .
The distinguished left-inverse ψα of ϕα is defined as ψα(x) := x0.
Consider the multivariable (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-module D(µp∞,∆) corresponding to the GQp,∆-module
µp∞,∆. We may identify D(µp∞,∆) with Qp/Zp ⊗Zp (OE∆e) = E∆e/OE∆e where ϕα(e) = e and
γα(e) = χα(γα)e for all α ∈ ∆ and γα ∈ Γα. Here χα : Γα ∼→ Z×p stands for the cyclotomic
character. Further, we define the residue map
res : D(µp∞,∆)→ Qp/Zp
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by sending an element F (X•)e ∈ D(µp∞,∆) to the coefficient a−1• ∈ Qp/Zp of 1X∆ =
∏
α∈∆X
−1
α
in the expansion of F (X•)∏
α∈∆(1+Xα)
as
F (X•)∏
α∈∆(1 +Xα)
=
∑
iα≥−NF ,α∈∆
ai•
∏
α∈∆
X iαα
with ai• ∈ Qp/Zp for i• = (iα)α∈∆ ∈ Z∆ and some integer NF ∈ Z depending on F . (See I.2.3
in [16] for the classical case |∆| = 1.)
Proposition 2.4.1. We have
res(γ(λ)) = res(ϕα(λ)) = res(ψα(λ)) = res(λ)
for all λ ∈ D(µp∞,∆), γ ∈ Γ∆, and α ∈ ∆.
Proof. By Zp-linearity and continuity of res we may assume without loss of generality that
λ =
∏
α∈∆X
rα
α e is a monomial for some rα ∈ Z (α ∈ ∆). For an element λα ∈ Eα/OEα with
some fixed α ∈ ∆ we denote by resα(λα) ∈ Qp/Zp the coefficient of X−1α in the expansion of
λα(1 +Xα)
−1 ∈ {∑−∞≪i aiX iα | ai ∈ Qp/Zp}. Clearly, we have
res(
∏
α∈∆
Xrαα e) =
∏
α∈∆
resα(X
rα
α ) .
So we are reduced to the case |∆| = 1 which is covered e.g. by Prop. I.2.2 in [16].
By Lemma 3.8 in [37] we have D(A∨(1∆)) ∼= Hom(D(A),D(µp∞,∆)). For an étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-
modules D over OE∆ we regard D∗ = Hom(D, E∆/OE∆) as an étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-module over OE∆
the following way. First of all E∆/OE∆ is a left and right module over OE∆ , and we regard
D as a left module, so Hom(D, E∆/OE∆) becomes a right module over OE∆ by the “right
multiplication on E∆/OE∆”. Keeping in mind possible noncommutative generalizations we
make Hom(D, E∆/OE∆) into a left module over OE∆ via the (anti-)involution #: OE∆ → OE∆
sending the “group elements” (1 + Xα) (ie. topological generators of Nα,0 in the sense of
[36]) to their inverse (1 + Xα)
−1 for all α ∈ ∆. This extends to an anti-involution to the
whole ring OE∆ by linearity and continuity. Further, for an OE∆-linear map f : D → E∆/OE∆
we define ϕα(f) and γ(f) (α ∈ ∆, γ ∈ Γ∆) by the formulas ϕα(f)(ϕα(x)) := ϕα(f(x))
and γ(f)(γ(x)) := γ(f(x)). The étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-module D
∗(1∆) := Hom(D,D(µp∞,∆)) has
the same underlying ϕ∆-module as D
∗, but the action of Γ∆ is twisted by the cyclotomic
character.
Remark. Note that since OE∆ is commutative, we could have omitted the anti-involution #
when defining the left OE∆-action on D∗ as done in [16]. However, this way we do not need the
modifying factor σ−1 when defining the pairing {x, y} : D×D∗(1∆)→ Qp/Zp: we can simply
put {x, y} := res(y(x)) as we see below. Further, the (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-module D∗ is isomorphic to the
resulting (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-module not using the involution via the map defined by the multiplication
by
∏
α∈∆ χ
−1
α (−1) ∈ Γ∆.
The following Lemma might be of independent interest.
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Lemma 2.4.2. Let D be a finitely generated p-power tosion étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-module over OE∆ .
Then D admits a decomposition D ∼=⊕ki=1OE∆/(pni) as a module over OE∆ .
Proof. Since D is finitely generated and torsion, we have phD = 0 for some h ≥ 1. We have
the following filtration on the part D[p] of D killed by p:
0 = phD ∩D[p] ≤ ph−1D ∩D[p] ≤ · · · ≤ pD ∩D[p] ≤ D[p]
consisting of étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-submodules. By Cor. 3.16 in [37] all the subquotients (p
rD ∩
D[p])/(pr+1D ∩ D[p]) are free OE∆/(p)-modules (0 ≤ r ≤ h − 1). So we may choose a basis
B1 ∪ B2 ∪ · · · ∪ Bh of D[p] such that for all 1 ≤ r the set B1 ∪ · · · ∪ Br is a OE∆/(p)-basis of
the module ph−rD ∩D[p]. Now for each 1 ≤ r ≤ h and b ∈ Br choose an element b′ ∈ D with
ph−rb′ = b and put B′r := {b′ ∈ D | b ∈ Br}. There is a surjective OE∆-module homomorphism
h⊕
r=1
⊕
b′∈Br
OE∆/(ph−r+1)։ D
sending the generator of OE∆/(ph−r+1) to b′r. This map is injective on the part killed by p by
construction therefore it is an isomorphism.
For an étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-module D we define the pairing
{·, ·} : D ×D∗(1∆) → Qp/Zp
(x, y) 7→ {x, y} := res(y(x)) .
Proposition 2.4.3. Let D be a finitely generated p-power torsion étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-module over
OE∆ . Then the pairing {·, ·} is non-degenerate in the sense that the induced maps D →
HomZp(D
∗(1∆),Qp/Zp) and D∗(1∆)→ HomZp(D,Qp/Zp) are injective. Moreover, we have
{x, ϕα(y)} = {ψα(x), y} , {ϕα(x), y} = {x, ψα(y)} ,
{γ(x), γ(y)} = {x, y} and {ux, uy} = {x, y}
for all α ∈ ∆, γ ∈ Γ, x ∈ D, y ∈ D∗(1∆), u ∈ N∆,0 =
∏
α∈∆(1 +Xα)
Zp ⊂ OE∆.
Proof. For any nonzero element x ∈ D there exists an element y ∈ D∗(1∆) such that 0 6=
y(x) ∈ D(µp∞,∆) by Lemma 2.4.2 (also by noting that D ∼= (D∗(1∆))∗(1∆) by Thm. 2.3.1 and
Thm. 3.15 in [37]). Further multiplying y by a monomial
∏
α∈∆X
rα
α (rα ∈ Z, α ∈ ∆) we may
ensure that the required coefficient {x, y} is nonzero. Therefore the injectivity of the map
D → HomZp(D∗(1∆),Qp/Zp). The other statement follows similarly.
By the étale condition we may write x =
∑p−1
i=0 (1+Xα)
iϕα◦ψα((1+Xα)−ix) for all α ∈ ∆.
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So we compute
{x, ϕα(y)} = res(ϕα(y)(x)) = res(ϕα(y)(
p−1∑
i=0
(1 +Xα)
iϕα ◦ ψα((1 +Xα)−ix))) =
=
p−1∑
i=0
res((1 +Xα)
i · ϕα(y)(ϕα ◦ ψα((1 +Xα)−ix))) =
=
p−1∑
i=0
res((1 +Xα)
i · ϕα(y(ψα((1 +Xα)−ix)))) =
=
p−1∑
i=0
res(ψα((1 +Xα)
i · ϕα(y(ψα((1 +Xα)−ix))))) = res(y(ψα(x))) = {ψα(x), y}
using Prop. 2.4.1 and the definition of ϕα on the dual (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-module D
∗(1∆). The other
formulas follow similarly and more easily.
Let D be a finitely generated p-power torsion étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-module over OE∆ . An O+E∆ :=
Zp[[Xα, α ∈ ∆]]-lattice in D is a finitely generated O+E∆-submodule M ⊂ D such that D =
M [X−1∆ ]. We define the duality topology on D using the sets∑
α∈∆
XNα M [X
−1
∆\{α}]
for all N > 0 as a system of neighbourhoods of 0: a subset U ⊆ D is declared to be open
if for all x ∈ U there is an integer N > 0 such that x +∑α∈∆XNα M [X−1∆\{α}] ⊆ U . If D
is a finitely generated étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-module over OE∆ then we define the duality topology
on D as the projective limit topology of the duality topologies on D/pnD (n > 0). The
principal goal of introducing this new topology is to describe the image of the inclusion
D∗(1∆) →֒ HomZp(D,Qp/Zp) (see Prop. 2.4.6).
Lemma 2.4.4. The duality topology does not depend on the choice of the O+E∆-lattice M .
Proof. Note that if M ′ ⊂ D is another O+E∆-lattice in D then there exists an integer k > 0
such that Xk∆M
′ ⊆ M ⊆ X−k∆ M ′.
Recall that the Iwasawa algebra O+E∆ is a local ring with maximal ideal Jac(O+E∆) generated
by p and Xα (α ∈ ∆) and residue field Fp ∼= O+E∆/ Jac(O+E∆). Moreover, it is complete with
respect to the filtration induced by the powers of Jac(O+E∆) therefore it is a pseudocompact
ring (see chapter 22 in [31]). In particular, any finitely generated O+E∆-module admits a
canonical topology which coincides with the Jac(O+E∆)-adic topology. Since the residue field
Fp is finite, any finitely generated O+E∆-module is the projective limit of finite modules hence
it is compact in the canonical topology.
Proposition 2.4.5. The duality topology on a finitely generated p-power torsion étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-
module D over OE∆ induces the canonical compact topology on each finitely generated O+E∆-
submodule of D. In particular, the duality topology is Hausdorff.
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Proof. By Lemma 2.4.2 we may write D as a direct sum D ∼=⊕ki=1OE∆/(pni)ei where ei ∈ D
(1 ≤ i ≤ k) are generators such that OE∆/(pni)ei ∼= OE∆/(pni). Then M0 :=
⊕k
i=1O+E∆/(pni)ei
is an O+E∆-lattice in D and by Lemma 2.4.4 we may define the duality topology using M0.
Further, the Zp-linear projection map πi : OE∆/(pni) → O+E∆/(pni) (1 ≤ i ≤ k) having all
those monomials
∏
α∈∆X
jα
α with jα < 0 for at least one α ∈ ∆ in the kernel induces a Zp-
linear projection map πM0 : D → M0 whose restriction to M0 is the identity. Comparing the
coefficients we find that πM0(X
N
α M0[X
−1
∆\{α}]) = X
N
α M0, so we have
M0 ∩
(∑
α∈∆
XNα M0[X
−1
∆\{α}]
)
=
∑
α∈∆
XNα M0
showing that the duality topology induces the natural compact topology on M0. Similarly,
the duality topology on X−k∆ M0 is the usual one for all k > 0. Finally, the statement follows
noting that any finitely generated O+E∆-submodule M ⊂ D is contained in X−k∆ M0 for some
k > 0.
Proposition 2.4.6. Let D be a finitely generated p-power torsion étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-module over
OE∆ and f : D → Qp/Zp be a Zp-linear map. Then there exists an element y ∈ D∗(1∆)
such that f(x) = {x, y} for all x ∈ D if and only if f is continuous in the duality topology.
In particular, we have Zp-linear bijections D
∼→ HomcontZp (D∗(1∆),Qp/Zp) and D∗(1∆)
∼→
HomcontZp (D,Qp/Zp) in the duality topology.
Proof. Using Lemma 2.4.2 we writeD as a direct sum
⊕k
i=1OE∆/(pni)ei and put h := maxi(ni)
so that D is a module over OE∆/(ph). Then the pairing {·, ·} on D × D∗(1∆) has values in
Zp/(ph) ∼= p−hZp/Zp ⊂ Qp/Zp. Further, D∗(1∆) = Hom(D,D(µph,∆)) has a dual basis
b1, . . . , bk defined by the formula
bi(ej) =
{
ph−ni
∏
α∈∆
1+Xα
Xα
∈ D(µph,∆) = OE∆/(ph)(1∆) if i = j
0 if i 6= j ,
so we have D∗(1∆) ∼=
⊕k
i=1OE∆/(pni)bi. We put M0 :=
⊕k
i=1O+E∆/(pni)ei and M∗0 :=⊕k
i=1OE∆/(pni)bi. Now if y ∈ D∗(1∆) is arbitrary, then it is contained in X−N+1∆ M∗0 for
some integer N > 0. Let x be in XNα M0[X
−1
∆\{α}] for some α ∈ ∆. Then we have
y(x) = ((1 +Xα)
−1 − 1)Ny)(X−Nα x) ∈ XαM∗0 (M0[X−1∆\{α}]) =
= Xα
∏
α∈∆
1 +Xα
Xα
O+E∆/(ph)[X−1∆\{α}] ⊂ D(µph,∆)
so that the exponent of Xα is nonnegative in all the monomials contained in the expansion of
y(x)∏
α∈∆(1+Xα)
. In particular, {x, y} = 0, ie. {·, y} vanishes on ∑α∈∆XNα M0[X−1∆\{α}]. Therefore
the kernel of {·, y} is open in the duality topology showing the continuity of {·, y}.
Conversely, assume that f : D → Zp/(ph) is a Zp-linear function that is continuous in the
duality topology. Since the topology on Zp/(ph) is discrete, this means that∑
α∈∆
XNα M0[X
−1
∆\{α}] ⊆ Ker(f)
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for some N > 0. We define
y :=
k∑
i=1
∑
r=(rα)α∈Z∆
f(
∏
α∈∆
((1 +Xα)
−1 − 1)−rαei)
∏
α∈∆
Xrαα bi .
Note that if −rα ≥ N for some α ∈ ∆ then we have
∏
α∈∆((1 + Xα)
−1 − 1)−rαei ∈
XNα M0[X
−1
∆\{α}] whence f(
∏
α∈∆((1+Xα)
−1−1)−rαei) = 0 by our assumption on f . Therefore
the above formal sum indeed defines an element y ∈ D∗(1∆). Finally, we have {x, y} = f(x)
by construction: this is true for elements of the form
∏
α∈∆((1 + Xα)
−1 − 1)−rαei ∈ D for
some (rα)α ∈ Z∆ and 1 ≤ i ≤ k and any x ∈ D can be written as a finite sum of elements of
this form modulo
∑
α∈∆X
N
α M0[X
−1
∆\{α}] by Prop. 2.4.5.
Even though the pairing {·, ·} is separately continuous in the duality topologies on D and
D∗(1∆), it is not jointly continuous. However, the situation is better in these terms if we
choose the weak topology on both D and D∗(1∆): this is the inductive limit topology of the
compact spaces X−n∆ M for some O+E∆-lattice M ⊂ D. Note that the weak topology does not
depend on our choice of the lattice M either. If D is a finitely generated étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-
module over OE∆ then we define the weak topology on D as the projective limit topology of
the weak topologies on D/pnD (n > 0).
Proposition 2.4.7. Assume that D is a finitely generated p-power torsion étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-
module over OE∆ . The pairing {·, ·} is (jointly) continuous in the weak topology.
Proof. By the definition of the inductive limit topology, it suffices to show that the restriction
of the pairing toM×M ′ is continuous for any pair of O+E∆-lattices M ⊂ D and M ′ ⊂ D∗(1∆).
However, for any fixed lattice M ⊂ D, the proof of Prop. 2.4.6 shows that there exists
an integer N > 0 such that {·, ·} is identically 0 on M ×∑α∈∆XNα M ′[X−1∆\{α}] (resp. on∑
α∈∆X
N
α M [X
−1
∆\{α}] ×M ′), therefore also on the open subset
∑
α∈∆X
N
α M ×
∑
α∈∆X
N
α M
′
of M ×M ′.
Remark. Note that the ring E∆ = OE∆/(p) is not locally compact for |∆| > 1. Therefore the
above pairing is definitely not perfect for |∆| > 1 (ie. the mapD → Homcont,weakZp (D∗(1∆),Qp/Zp)
is not a bijection) by [26]. Consequently, the duality topology is strictly weaker than the weak
topology.
2.5 Iwasawa cohomology
Let A be a finite p-power torsion abelian group with a continuous action of GQp,∆. The
Iwasawa cohomology groups H iIw(GQp,∆, A) are defined as the projective limits
H iIw(GQp,∆, A) := lim←−
HQp,∆≤H≤oGQp,∆
H i(H,A)
where the transition maps are the cohomological corestriction maps and H runs through all
open subgroups of GQp,∆ containing HQp,∆. The Iwasawa cohomology groups naturally have
the structure of modules over the Iwasawa algebra Zp[[Γ∆]]. By Shapiro’s Lemma we have the
identification H i(H,A) ∼= H i(GQp,∆,Zp[GQp,∆/H ]⊗Zp A) where GQp,∆ acts diagonally on the
right hand side.
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Lemma 2.5.1. We have H iIw(GQp,∆, A)
∼= H i(GQp,∆,Zp[[Γ∆]] ⊗Zp A) where the right hand
side refers to continuous cochains via the diagonal action of GQp,∆ on the coefficients.
Proof. This is entirely analogous to the proof of Lemma 5.8 in [32].
By Theorem 2.3.1 we may further identify these cohomology groups using the Tate dual
A∨(1∆) as follows:
H i(GQp,∆,Zp[GQp,∆/H ]⊗Zp A) ∼= H2d−i(GQp,∆, (Zp[GQp,∆/H ]⊗Zp A)∨(1∆))∨ ∼=
∼= H2d−i(GQp,∆,Zp[GQp,∆/H ]⊗Zp (A∨(1∆)))∨ ∼= H2d−i(H,A∨(1∆))∨
since the index |GQp,∆ : H| is finite. The Tate duals of the corestriction maps are the restriction
maps, so we deduce
H iIw(GQp,∆, A)
∼= (lim−→
H
H2d−i(H,A∨(1∆)))∨ = H2d−i(HQp,∆, A
∨(1∆))∨ .
Moreover, the complex Φ•D(A∨(1∆)) computes the HQp,∆-cohomology of A
∨(1∆) by Pro-
position 2.1.4 showing
H iIw(GQp,∆, A)
∼= (h2d−iΦ•D(A∨(1∆)))∨ .
In particular, H iIw(GQp,∆, A) = 0 unless d ≤ i ≤ 2d since Φ•D(A∨(1∆)) is concentrated into
degrees 0 to d. Our goal is to identify the above Iwasawa cohomology groups in terms of the
(ϕ∆,Γ∆)-module D(A) using the pairing {·, ·} defined in section 2.4. For a (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-module
D over OE∆ we define the cochain complex
Ψ•(D) : 0→ D →
⊕
α∈∆
D → · · · →
⊕
{α1,...,αr}∈(∆r )
D → · · · → D → 0 (2)
where for all 0 ≤ r ≤ |∆| − 1 the map dβ1,...,βr+1α1,...,αr : D → D from the component in the rth
term corresponding to {α1, . . . , αr} ⊆ ∆ to the component corresponding to the (r+1)-tuple
{β1, . . . , βr+1} ⊆ ∆ is given by
dβ1,...,βr+1α1,...,αr =
{
0 if {α1, . . . , αr} 6⊆ {β1, . . . , βr+1}
(−1)η(id−ψβ) if {β1, . . . , βr+1} = {α1, . . . , αr} ∪ {β} ,
where η = η(α1, . . . , αr, β) is the number of elements in the set ∆ \ {α1, . . . , αr} smaller than
β. Note that the sign convention here is different from the one defining the complex Φ•(D).
The reason for this is that this way the differentials are adjoint to each other under the pairing
{·, ·} as we shall see later on. Anyway, the complex defined this way is quasi-isomorphic to
the complex defined with the usual sign convention ε instead of η.
For a subset S ⊂ ∆ with r := |S| we consider the pairing {·, ·} between the copy of D∗(1∆)
in degree r in the complex Φ•(D∗(1∆)) corresponding to the subset S and the copy of D in
degree d − r in the complex Ψ•(D) corresponding to the subset ∆ \ S. We extend this to a
pairing
{·, ·} : Φr(D∗(1∆))×Ψd−r(D)→ Qp/Zp (3)
bilinearly for all 0 ≤ r ≤ d with the convention that the copy of D∗(1∆) corresponding to S
in Φr(D∗(1∆)) =
⊕
S∈(∆r)
D∗(1∆) is orthogonal to all copies of D in Ψd−r(D) =
⊕
S′∈( ∆d−r)
D
corresponding to some S ′ different from ∆ \ S. Even though {·, ·} is not perfect if |∆| > 1,
we have the following main result whose proof will occupy the rest of the section.
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Theorem 2.5.2. The above pairing {·, ·} between the cochain complexes Φ•(D∗(1∆)) and
Ψ•(D) induces a perfect pairing
{·, ·} : hrΦ•(D∗(1∆))× hd−rΨ•(D)→ Qp/Zp (4)
on the cohomology groups for all 0 ≤ r ≤ d. In particular, we have an isomorphism
H iIw(GQp,∆, ·) ∼= (h2d−iΦ•(D((·)∨(1∆))))∨ ∼= hi−dΨ•(D(·))
of cohomological δ-functors.
Proof. The proof is long and will occupy the rest of this section. We proceed in 3 steps.
Step 1. We show that the pairing (4) is well-defined. Let (yS)S∈(∆r )
∈ Φr(D∗(1∆)) and
(xU )U∈( ∆d−r−1)
∈ Ψd−r−1(D) be arbitrary. We compute
{drΦ((yS)S), (xU)U} = {
∑
S∈(∆r)
∑
β∈∆\S
(−1)ε(β,S)(yS − ϕβ(yS))S∪{β}, (xU)U} =
=
∑
S∈(∆r)
∑
β∈∆\S
(−1)ε(β,S){yS − ϕβ(yS), x∆\(S∪{β})} =
=
∑
S∈(∆r)
∑
β∈∆\S
(−1)ε(β,S){yS, x∆\(S∪{β}) − ψβ(x∆\(S∪{β}))} =
=
∑
U∈( ∆d−r−1)
∑
β∈∆\U
(−1)ε(β,∆\(U∪{β})){y∆\(U∪{β}), xU − ψβ(xU)} =
= {y∆\(U∪{β}),
∑
U∈( ∆d−r−1)
∑
β∈∆\U
(−1)η(β,U)(xU − ψβ(xU))} = {(yS)S, dd−r−1Ψ ((xU )U)}
using Prop. 2.4.3. We deduce Ker(drΦ)
⊥ ⊇ Im(dd−r−1Ψ ) and similarly Ker(drΨ)⊥ ⊇ Im(dd−r−1Φ )
(applying the above formula with r replaced by d− r− 1). A simple diagram chasing on the
short exact sequences of cochain complexes
0→ Φ•D∗3(1∆)→ Φ•D∗2(1∆)→ Φ•D∗1(1∆)→ 0 , and
0→ Ψ•D1 → Ψ•D2 → Ψ•D3 → 0
attached to a short exact sequence 0 → D1 → D2 → D3 → 0 shows that (4) induces a
morphism
hd−rΨ•(·)→ (hrΦ•((·)∗(1∆)))∨
of cohomological δ-functors.
Step 2. We show the statement in case V(D) is an absolutely irreducible representation
of GQp,∆ over some sufficiently large finite field κ of characteristic p. This main Step will
require several Lemmas and Propositions which might be of independent interest.
The following general group-theoretic lemma is quite important in the proof. Even though
not all representations of GQp,∆ over Fp are the tensor products of representations of GQp
(in which case the proofs would be much simpler), every representation becomes a successive
extension of such representations after passing to a sufficiently large finite field of characteristic
p.
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Lemma 2.5.3. Let G1 and G2 be finite groups and W be an absolutely irreducible finite
dimensional representation of G1 ×G2 over a field F of arbitrary characteristic. Then there
exists a finite extension K/F such that K⊗FW is isomorphic to the tensor productW1⊗KW2
where Wi is an irreducible representation of Gi over K (i = 1, 2).
Proof. At first note that since the actions of G1 and G2 on W2 commute, the G1-socle of
W is G2-stable. By the irreducibility of W as a representation of G1 × G2 we deduce that
W is semisimple as a representation of G1. Further, the G1-isotypical components of W are
also G2-stable therefore there is only one such component. By passing to the splitting field
K of the restriction of W to G1 we obtain that K ⊗F W|G1 ∼=
⊕k
j=1W1 is the direct sum of
copies of an absolutely irreducible representation W1 of G1. By Schur’s Lemma the ring of
endomorphisms ofK⊗FW|G1 is the full matrix ringKk×k. Since G2 acts by G1-automorphisms
on K ⊗F W we obtain a representation G2 → GLk(K) (denoted by W2) and an isomorphism
K ⊗F W ∼= W1 ⊗K W2.
Since V(D) factors through a finite quotient of GQp,∆, we can apply Lemma 2.5.3 to our
situation. By possibly extending κ and using induction on |∆| we may assume there exists
a finite dimensional representation Vα of GQp,α for all α ∈ ∆ such that V(D) ∼=
⊗
α∈∆,κ Vα.
We denote by Dα := D(Vα) the (ϕα,Γα)-module over the 1-variable ring Eα ∼= κ((Xα)) cor-
responding to the Galois representation Vα. Recall (Prop. II.4.2 in [16]) that there exists
a unique ψα- and Γα-stable E
+
α
∼= κ[[Xα]]-lattice D#α ⊂ Dα characterized by the following
properties:
(i) For all x ∈ Dα there exists an integer n = n(x,D) such that ψnα(x) lies in D#α .
(ii) ψα : D
#
α → D#α is surjective.
We define D# as the completed tensor product
D# :=
⊗̂
α∈∆,κ
D#α := lim←−
n
(⊗
α∈∆,κ
D#α /X
n
α
)
of the D#α over κ. We regard D
# as a finitely generated E+∆ := κ[[Xα, α ∈ ∆]]-submodule in
D so that we have D = D#[X−1∆ ].
Proposition 2.5.4. The natural map Ψ•(D#) → Ψ•(D) induced by the inclusion D# →֒ D
is a quasi-isomorphism of cochain complexes.
Proof. By Prop. II.5.5 and II.5.6 in [16] the map ψα − 1: Dα/D#α → Dα/D#α is bijective for
all α ∈ ∆ since X−1 ∈ κ[X ] is a polynomial with invertible constant term. In particular, the
case |∆| = 1 follows. For a fixed ordering of the finite set ∆ there is an induced filtration on
D (indexed by the ordered set ∆∪{0} with 0 < α for all α ∈ ∆) by putting Filα := D#[X−1Sα ]
and Fil0 := D# where Sα := {β ∈ ∆ | β ≤ α} and XSα =
∏
β∈Sα Xβ .
Lemma 2.5.5. The graded pieces of the above filtration split as
grαD = D#[X−1Sα ]/D
#[X−1Sα\{α}]
∼= D#∆\{α}[X−1Sα\{α}]⊗κ (Dα/D#α )
for any α ∈ ∆. Here D∆\{α} denotes the (ϕ∆\{α},Γ∆\{α})-module D(
⊗
β∈∆\{α},κ Vβ) over
E∆\{α}.
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Proof. Since the direct limit is exact, we may write
D#[X−1Sα ]/D
#[X−1Sα\{α}] = lim−→
i
lim−→
j
(X−iα X
−j
Sα\{α}D
#)/(X−jSα\{α}D
#) .
Further, by construction we compute
X−iα D
#/D# ∼= D#/X iαD# ∼= lim←−
n
 ⊗
β∈∆\{α},κ
D#β /X
n
βD
#
β
⊗κ D#α /X iαD#α
 ∼=
∼= D#∆\{α} ⊗κ (X−iα D#α /D#α )
since X−iα D
#
α /D
#
α is a finite dimensional κ-vector space whence · ⊗κ X−iα D#α /D#α commutes
with inverse limits. Similarly, multiplication by X−jSα\{α} yields the identification
X−iα X
−j
Sα\{α}D
#/X−jSα\{α}D
# ∼= X−jSα\{α}D
#
∆\{α} ⊗κ (X−iα D#α /D#α ) .
The statement follows taking the direct limit which commutes with tensor products.
In view of the above Lemma the cochain complex Ψ•(grαD) splits as the tensor product
Ψ•(D#∆\{α}[X
−1
Sα\{α}])⊗κ Ψ•(Dα/D#α ) .
In particular, it is acyclic for any α ∈ ∆ since so is the complex Ψ•(Dα/D#α ). By (finite)
induction we deduce that the cochain complex Ψ•(D/D#) is acyclic, too, whence the inclusion
Ψ•(D#)→ Ψ•(D) of complexes is a quasi-isomorphism.
Corollary 2.5.6. The cohomology groups hiΨ•(D) (0 ≤ i ≤ d) are compact in the topology
induced by the weak (resp. by the duality) topology on D.
Proof. For each α ∈ ∆ the map ψα − 1: D# → D# is continuous by construction since it
is continuous on D#α . Therefore the differentials in the complex Ψ
•(D#) are continuous and
even strict by the compactness of D#. The result follows from Prop. 2.5.4 noting that both
the duality and the weak topologies induce the natural compact topology on D#.
We denote by D#0 the (uncompleted) tensor product D
#
0 :=
⊗
α∈∆,κD
#
α which is a module
over the ring
⊗
α∈∆,κ κ[[Xα]]. It admits operators ψα for all α ∈ ∆ acting on the respective
terms. The complex Ψ•(D#0 ) is by construction the tensor product of the complexes Ψ
•(D#α )
over κ. Note that the natural map D#0 → D# is injective with dense image since D#α is a finite
free κ[[Xα]]-module for all α ∈ ∆. This inclusion induces a morphism Ψ•(D#0 ) → Ψ•(D#) of
cochain complexes.
Proposition 2.5.7. The image of Ker(drΨ : Ψ
r(D#0 )→ Ψr+1(D#0 )) is dense in Ker(drΨ : Ψr(D#)→
Ψr+1(D#)) for all 0 ≤ r ≤ d. Consequently, the induced map hrΨ•(D#0 ) → hrΨ•(D#) also
has dense image.
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Proof. In order to simplify notation we identify D#0 with its image in D
#. Let (xS)S∈(∆r)
∈
Ker(drΨ : Ψ
r(D#) → Ψr+1(D#)) and N ∈ N be arbitrary. By the density of D#0 in D# there
exists an element (yS)S∈(∆r)
∈ Ψr(D#0 ) such that yS−xS lies in
∑
α∈∆X
pN
α D
# for all S ∈ (∆
r
)
.
In particular, we have
drΨ((yS)S) = d
r
Ψ((yS)S − (xS)S) ∈ drΨ(
⊕
S∈(∆r)
∑
α∈∆
XpNα D
#) ⊆
⊕
S′∈( ∆r+1)
∑
α∈∆
XNα D
# .
We claim that there exists an element (y′S)S∈(∆r)
∈ ⊕S∈(∆r)∑α∈∆XN−n0α D# for some fixed
integer n0 = n0(D) depending only on D with d
r
Ψ((yS)S) = d
r
Ψ((y
′
S)S) so that xS− (yS−y′S) ∈∑
α∈∆X
N−n0
α D
# such that (yS − y′S)S lies in Ker(drΨ : Ψr(D#0 ) → Ψr+1(D#0 )). Equivalently,
we state
Lemma 2.5.8. We have
Im
(
drΨ : Ψ
r(D#0 )→ Ψr+1(D#0 )
)⋂ ⊕
U∈( ∆r+1)
∑
α∈∆
Xp
2dN
α D
#
0
 ⊆ drΨ
⊕
S∈(∆r)
∑
α∈∆
XNα D
#
0

for all 0 ≤ r ≤ d and N ≥ n0 with some integer n0 depending only on D.
Remark. The above Lemma states in a quantitative way that the map drΨ from Ψ
r(D#0 ) onto
its image is open, ie. that the differentials in the complex Ψ•(D#0 ) are strict. The analogous
statement for Ψ•(D#) is clear from the compactness.
Proof. We proceed by induction on d = |∆|. For d = 1 there exists an integer n0 such that
Xn0D# ⊆ D++. So if x ∈ Xp2ND# is arbitrary for some p2N ≥ (N ≥)n0 then z :=
∑∞
i=1 ϕ
i(x)
converges in D so that ψ(z)−z = x. Further, we have z ∈ ϕ(Xp2N−n0D++) ⊂ Xp3N−pn0D# ⊆
XND#.
Now let d > 1 and pick an α in ∆. In order to use induction, we separate those subsets
of ∆ containing α from those not containing α. We write Ψ•(D#0 ) as the tensor product
of the complexes Ψ•(D#α ) = (D
#
α
ψα−1→ D#α ) and (Ψ•(D#∆\{α},0), d•∆\{α}) where D#∆\{α},0 :=⊗
β∈∆\{α},κD
#
β . So the differential d
r
Ψ : Ψ
r(D#0 )→ Ψr+1(D#0 ) is split into 3 maps (upto sign):
⊕
α/∈S∈(∆r )
D#0
id
D
#
α
⊗dr
∆\{α}
//
(ψα−1)⊗id
D
#
∆\{α},0
P
P
P
P
P
((PP
P
P
P
⊕
α/∈U∈( ∆r+1)
D#0
⊕
α∈S∈(∆r )
D#0
id
D
#
α
⊗dr−1
∆\{α}
//
⊕
α∈U∈( ∆r+1)
D#0
(5)
Let πrα : Ψ
r(D#0 )→ Ψr(D#0 ) (resp. πr+1α : Ψr+1(D#0 )→ Ψr+1(D#0 )) be the projection onto the
direct summands corresponding to those S ∈ (∆
r
)
(resp. those U ∈ ( ∆
r+1
)
) not containing α.
The plan is to use induction on both the horizontal arrows (5). However, we can only do so
for elements in
∑
β∈∆\{α}X
p2
d
N
β D
#
0 , but not for those in X
p2
d
N
α D
#
0 . So for any integer j ≥ 0
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we write Xp
jN
α D
#
α ⊕ Vα,pjN = D#α as a κ-vector space for some finite dimensional subspace
Vα,pjN ⊂ D#α that we fix once and for all. Further, we denote by π≤pjN (resp. by π≥pjN) the
projection onto the direct summand Vα,pjN (resp. onto X
pjN
α D
#
α ). Using these we find
∑
β∈∆
Xp
jN
β D
#
0 = X
pjN
α D
#
0 ⊕ Vα,pjN ⊗κ
 ∑
β∈∆\{α}
Xp
jN
β D
#
∆\{α},0
 (6)
for all j ≥ 0. Moreover, the projections π≤pjN and π≥pjN all commute with idD#α ⊗dr∆\{α} for
all r ≥ 0. Now pick an element (xU )U = drΨ((yS)S) in
⊕
U∈( ∆r+1)
∑
α∈∆X
p2
d
N
α D
#
0 .
Step 1. We reduce to the case πr+1α ((xU)U). Note that both components π≥p2dN(π
r+1
α ((xU )U))
and π≤p2dN (π
r+1
α ((xU)U)) lie in the image of the differential idD#α ⊗dr∆\{α}, so first of all we
find (y
(1)
S )S ∈
⊕
α/∈S∈(∆r)
Xp
2dN
α D
#
0 with (idD#α ⊗dr∆\{α})((y
(1)
S )S) = π≥p2dN(π
r+1
α ((xU)U)). On the
other hand, by (6) π≤p2dN (π
r+1
α ((xU)U)) must be in
Vα,p2dN ⊗
⊕
U∈(∆\{α}r+1 )
∑
β∈∆\{α}
Xp
2dN
β D
#
∆\{α},0 .
By induction, there exists an element
(y
(2)
S )S ∈ Vα,p2dN ⊗
⊕
S∈(∆\{α}r )
∑
β∈∆\{α}
Xp
2d−1N
β D
#
∆\{α},0 ⊂ Vα,p2dN ⊗Ψr(D#∆\{α},0)
with (idV
α,p2
d
N
⊗dr∆\{α})(y(2)S )S = π≤p2dN (πr+1α ((xU)U)). Now put (y′S)S := (yS)S − (y(1)S )S −
(y
(2)
S )S and (x
′
U)U := d
r
Ψ((y
′
S)S). So we have
πr+1α ((xU )U − (x′U )U) = idD#α ⊗dr∆\{α}((yS)S − (y′S)S) = (idVα,p2dN ⊗d
r
∆\{α})((y
(1)
S )S + (y
(2)
S )S) =
= π≥p2dN(π
r+1
α ((xU)U)) + π≤p2dN(π
r+1
α ((xU)U)) = π
r+1
α ((xU )U)
whence πr+1α ((x
′
U)U) = 0. Therefore we compute
(x′U )U = (x
′
U)U − πr+1α ((x′U)U) = (xU )U − πr+1α ((xU )U)− (ψα − 1)⊗ idD#
∆\{α}
((y
(1)
S )S + (y
(2)
S )S)
∈
⊕
α∈U∈( ∆r+1)
(∑
β∈∆
Xp
2dN
β D
#
0 + (ψα − 1)(Vα,p2dN)⊗
∑
β∈∆\{α}
Xp
2d−1N
β D
#
∆\{α},0+
+(ψα − 1)(Xp2
d
N
α D
#
α )⊗D#∆\{α},0
)
⊂
⊕
α∈U∈( ∆r+1)
∑
β∈∆
Xp
2d−1N
β D
#
0 .
(7)
Moreover, (x′U)U = d
r
Ψ((y
′
S)S) still lies in the image of d
r
Ψ : Ψ
r(D#0 )→ Ψr+1(D#0 ).
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Step 2. We reduce to the case π≥p2d−1N ((x
′
U)U) = 0. By the identity π
r+1
α ◦drΨ◦πrα = πr+1α ◦drΨ
we obtain πrα((y
′
S)S) lies in D
#
α ⊗Ker(dr∆\{α} : Ψr(D#∆\{α},0)→ Ψr+1(D#∆\{α},0)). Hence we may
write
πrα((y
′
S)S) =
∑
i
a(i)α ⊗ b(i)α , a(i)α ∈ D#α , b(i)α ∈ Ker(dr∆\{α} : Ψr(D#∆\{α},0)→ Ψr+1(D#∆\{α},0)) ,
(y′S)S − πrα((y′S)S) =
∑
j
c(j)α ⊗ e(j)α , c(j)α ∈ D#α , e(j)α ∈
⊕
α∈S∈(∆r)
D#∆\{α},0
∼= Ψr−1(D#∆\{α},0) ,
so we compute
(x′U)U = d
r
Ψ((y
′
S)S) = ±
∑
i
(ψα − 1)(a(i)α )⊗ b(i)α ±
∑
j
c(j)α ⊗ dr−1∆\{α}(e(j)α ) .
Recall we have D#α = X
p2
d−1
N
α D
#
α ⊕ Vα,p2d−1N as a κ-vector space. Since p2
d−1
N ≥ N ≥ n0 :=
maxβ(n0(Dβ)), we have
Xp
2d−1N
α D
#
α ⊆ Xp
2d−1N−n0
α D
++
α ⊆ (ψα − 1)(Xp
2N−pn0
α D
++
α ) ⊂
⊂ (ψα − 1)(Xp2N−pn0α D#α ) ⊂ (ψα − 1)(XNα D#α ) . (8)
In particular, we have
π≥p2d−1N
(∑
i
(ψα − 1)(a(i)α )⊗ b(i)α
)
=
∑
i
π≥p2d−1N((ψα − 1)(a(i)α ))⊗ b(i)α
∈ (ψα − 1)⊗ idD#
∆\{α}
(
XNα Dα ⊗Ker(dr∆\{α} : Ψr(D#∆\{α},0)→ Ψr+1(D#∆\{α},0))
)
.
On the other hand
π≥p2d−1N
(∑
j
c(j)α ⊗ dr−1∆\{α}(e(j)α )
)
=
∑
j
π≥p2d−1N(c
(j)
α )⊗ dr−1∆\{α}(e(j)α )
∈ idD#α ⊗dr−1∆\{α}
(
Xp
2d−1N
α Dα ⊗Ψr−1(D#∆\{α},0)
)
,
so π≥p2d−1N((x
′
U )U) lies in d
r
Ψ
(⊕
S∈(∆r)
∑
α∈∆X
N
α D
#
0
)
.
Step 3. Finally, π≤p2d−1N((x
′
U )U) =: (x
′′
U)U lies in
Vα,p2d−1N ⊗
⊕
α∈U∈( ∆r+1)
∑
β∈∆\{α}
Xp
d−1N
β D
#
∆\{α},0
by (7). We choose a κ-basis v1, . . . , vl in the finite dimensional vectorspace Im(ψα − 1) ∩
Vα,p2d−1N ⊂ D#α and extend it to a basis v1, . . . , vl, vl+1, . . . , vl+l′ of Vα,p2d−1N . Writing π≤p2d−1N((ψα−
1)(a
(i)
α )) and π≤p2d−1N(c
(j)
α ) in the basis v1, . . . , vl+l′ we find using (8) that the vl+1, . . . , vl+l′-
components of π≤p2d−1N((ψα − 1)(a(i)α )) vanish for all i whence the vl+1, . . . , vl+l′-components
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of π≤p2d−1N (
∑
j c
(j)
α ⊗ dr−1∆\{α}(e(j)α )) must lie in
D#α ⊗
Im(dr−1∆\{α},0) ∩ ⊕
S′∈(∆\{α}r )
∑
β∈∆\{α}
Xp
2d−1N
β D
#
∆\{α},0

showing that they are in drΨ(
⊕
α∈S∈(∆r)
∑
β∈∆X
N
β D
#
0 ) using induction again. Finally, the
v1, . . . , vl-components altogether lie in
(ψα − 1)(D#α )⊗Ker
dr∆\{α} : ⊕
S′∈(∆\{α}r )
∑
β∈∆\{α}
Xp
2d−1N
β D
#
∆\{α},0 → Ψr+1(D#∆\{α},0)

since dr−1∆\{α}(e
(j)
α ) ∈ Im(dr−1∆\{α},0) ⊆ Ker(dr∆\{α}). We deduce that this part is even in the image
drΨ(
⊕
α/∈S∈(∆r )
∑
β∈∆X
p2
d−1
N
β D
#
0 ).
The second statement follows using Cor. 2.5.6 noting that the image of a dense subset
under a quotient map is dense.
Now the inclusion D#0 →֒ D# →֒ D induces a composite morphism Ψ•(D#0 )→ Ψ•(D#)→
Ψ•(D) of cochain complexes and therefore a composite morphism
hrΨ•(D#0 )→ hrΨ•(D#) ∼→ hrΨ•(D)→ (hd−rΦ•(D∗(1∆)))∨
on the cohomologies for all 0 ≤ r ≤ d.
Lemma 2.5.9. We have
hrΨ•(D#0 ) ∼=
⊕
S∈(∆r)
⊗
α∈∆
hiα(S)Ψ•(D#α ) , and
hd−rΦ•(D∗(1∆)) ∼=
⊕
S∈(∆r)
⊗
α∈∆
h1−iα(S)Φ•(D∗α(1))
as representations of the group Γ∆ where iα(S) =
{
1 if α ∈ S
0 if α /∈ S .
Proof. Since Ψ•(D#0 ) is the tensor product of the cochain complexes Ψ
•(D#α ) for α ∈ ∆, the
first statement is simply the Künneth formula (Thm. 3.6.3 in [34]) for cochain complexes
(note that the tensor product is taken over the field κ). On the other hand, Φ•(D∗(1∆))
computes the HQp,∆-cohomology of V
∗(1∆) = V(D∗(1∆)) by Prop. 2.1.4. By construction,
V ∗(1∆) is the external tensor product of the Galois representations V ∗α (1) = V(D
∗
α(1)) for
α ∈ ∆. Taking injective resolutions V ∗α (1) ∼→ I•(V ∗α (1)) as discrete HQp,α-modules over κ
for all α ∈ ∆, each tensor product In∆ := ⊗α∈∆,κ Inα(V ∗α (1)) (0 ≤ nα ∈ Z for α ∈ ∆) is a
cohomologically trivial HQp,∆-module by the Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence
Epq2 := H
p(HQp,∆\{α}, H
q(HQp,α, I
n∆))⇒ Hp+q(HQp,∆, In∆)
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Indeed, In∆ is isomorphic to the direct sum of copies of Inα(V ∗α (1)) indexed by a κ-basis of⊗
β∈∆\{α},κ I
nβ(V ∗β (1)) as a representation of HQp,α for fixed α ∈ ∆ therefore Hq(HQp,α, In∆)
vanishes for q > 0. On the other hand, we have H0(HQp,α, I
n∆) = H0(HQp,α, I
nα(V ∗α (1)))⊗κ⊗
β∈∆\{α},κ I
nβ(V ∗β (1)) which is HQp,∆\{α}-cohomologically trivial by induction on |∆|. There-
fore the complex
⊗
α∈∆,κ I
•(V ∗α (1)) is a resolution of V
∗(1∆) by HQp,∆-cohomologically trivial
terms whence (⊗
α∈∆,κ
I•(V ∗α (1))
)HQp,∆
=
⊗
α∈∆,κ
I•(V ∗α (1))
HQp,α
computes the HQp,∆-cohomology of V
∗(1∆). The result follows again from the Künneth
formula for cochain complexes.
Now note that statement of Theorem 2.5.2 in the classical case |∆| = 1 (whence the pairing
{·, ·} between D and D∗(1) is perfect) implies the isomorphism hiΨ•(D#α ) ∼= (h1−iΦ•(D∗α(1)))∨
for i = 0, 1 of κ[[Γα]]-modules. Further, the Pontryagin dual of the tensor product of discrete
κ[[Γα]]-modules for α ∈ ∆ is the completed tensor product of the Pontryagin duals of the
terms. We deduce the isomorphism
̂hrΨ•(D#0 )
∼→ (hd−rΦ•(D∗(1∆)))∨
for all 0 ≤ r ≤ d. Here ·̂ stands for the completion lim←−n(·)/(
∑
α∈∆ T
n
α (·)) where Tα is the
variable in κ[[Γα]] ∼= κ[[Z×p ]] under the identification with κ[Γα,tors][[Tα]] where κ[Γα,tors] is the
group ring of the finite group of torsion elements in Γα. By the compactness of h
rΨ•(D#)
(Cor. 2.5.6), the map hrΨ•(D#0 )→ hrΨ•(D#) factors through the completion ̂hrΨ•(D#0 ). By
the discussion above the composite map
̂hrΨ•(D#0 )→ hrΨ•(D#)→ (hd−rΦ•(D∗(1∆)))∨
is an isomorphism and the first arrow is onto by Prop. 2.5.7. We deduce that the second
arrow is also an isomorphism.
Step 3. The general case. By Step 1 we obtain a morphism of cohomological δ-functors
hi−dΨ•(·) → h2d−iΦ•((·)∗(1∆))∨ (d ≤ i ≤ 2d). Now if 0 → D1 → D2 → D3 → 0 is a short
exact sequence of p-power torsion étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-modules then we have a morphism
· · · // (h2d−iΦ•(D∗1(1∆)))∨ // (h2d−iΦ•(D∗2(1∆)))∨ // (h2d−iΦ•(D∗3(1∆)))∨ −1 // · · ·
· · · // hi−dΨ•(D1) //
OO
hi−dΨ•(D2) //
OO
hi−dΨ•(D3)
+1 //
OO
· · ·
between the long exact sequences. In particular, if the statement is true for D1 and D3 then
it also follows for D2 by the 5-lemma. Therefore we are reduced to the case when V(D) is
irreducible as a representation of GQp,∆. By possibly enlarging the coefficient field κ we are
done by Step 2.
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2.6 Cohomology for p-adic representations
The goal in this section is to show that the Herr complex computes the continuous group
cohomology of objects in RepZp(GQp,∆) and RepQp(GQp,∆). In the classical |∆| = 1 case the
proof of this fact is not properly explained in [20]. There is an intrinsic proof in Colmez’s
Tsinghua notes [15]. Our proof is more inspired by the more conceptual proof of Schneider
and Venjakob [32] for the Iwasawa cohomology in the Lubin–Tate case.
Let T be an object in RepZp(GQp,∆). As usual we define the cohomology groupsH
i(GQp,∆, T )
using continuous cochains.
Lemma 2.6.1. We haveH i(GQp,∆, T )
∼= lim←−nH
i(GQp,∆, T/p
nT ) and lim←−
1
n
H i(GQp,∆, T/p
nT ) =
0.
Proof. By definition, we have an isomorphism C•(GQp,∆, T ) ∼= lim←−nC
•(GQp,∆, T/p
nT ) on the
level of continuous cochains. Since the transition maps are surjective, the first hypercohomo-
logy spectral sequence Epq2 := h
p lim←−
q
n
C•(GQp,∆, T/p
nT )⇒ Rp+q(lim←−n(·)
GQp,∆)((T/pnT )n) de-
generates at E2. Therefore the hypercohomology groups are simply H
i(GQp,∆, T ). On the
other hand, the cohomology groups H i(GQp,∆, T/p
nT ) are finite, so the projective system
(H i(GQp,∆, T/p
nT ))n satisfies the Mittag–Leffler property for any fixed i ≥ 0 yielding the
second statement of the Lemma. This shows that the second hypercohomology spectral se-
quence Epq2 := lim←−
p
n
Hq(GQp,∆, T/p
nT )⇒ Hp+q(GQp,∆, T ) also degenerates at E2 showing the
first statement.
In particular, we have
H iIw(GQp,∆, T )
∼= lim←−
HQp,∆≤H≤oGQp,∆
H i(H, T ) ∼= lim←−
HQp,∆≤H≤oGQp,∆
lim←−
n
H i(H, T/pnT ) ∼=
∼= lim←−
n
lim←−
HQp,∆≤H≤oGQp,∆
H i(H, T/pnT ) ∼= lim←−
n
H iIw(GQp,∆, T/p
nT ) .
Moreover, using again the finiteness of H i(H, T/pnT ) and noting that there are countably
many open subgroups of Γ∆ = GQp,∆/HQp,∆, we deduce lim←−
1
n
H iIw(GQp,∆, T/p
nT ) = 0.
Theorem 2.6.2. Let T (resp. V ) be an object in RepZp(GQp,∆) (resp. in RepQp(GQp,∆)). We
have isomorphisms
H i(GQp,∆, T )
∼= hiΦΓ•∆(D(T )) ; H i(GQp,∆, V ) ∼= hiΦΓ•∆(D(V )) ;
H iIw(GQp,∆, T )
∼= hi−dΨ•(D(T )) ; H iIw(GQp,∆, V ) ∼= hi−dΨ•(D(V ))
natural in T (resp. in V ) for all i ≥ 0.
Proof. Consider the projective system (ΦΓ•∆(D(T/p
nT )))n of cochain complexes of abelian
groups. Since the transition maps are surjective, the first hypercohomology spectral sequence
degenerates at E2. Therefore the second hypercohomology spectral sequence becomes
lim←−
n
ihjΦΓ•∆(D(T/p
nT ))⇒ hi+jΦΓ•∆(D(T )) .
By Thm. 2.1.9 and Lemma 2.6.1 this spectral sequence degenerates, too, and computes the
continuous cohomology H i+j(GQp,∆, T ).
The proof of the statement on the Iwasawa cohomology groups is entirely analogous using
Thm. 2.5.2 instead. The result on V follows by inverting p.
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Corollary 2.6.3. The functors H iIw(GQp,∆, ·) (d ≤ i ≤ 2d) form a cohomological δ-functor
on RepZp(GQp,∆).
Proof. For a short exact sequence 0 → T1 → T2 → T3 → 0 we have a short exact sequence
0 → Ψ•(D(T1)) → Ψ•(D(T2)) → Ψ•(D(T3)) → 0 of cochain complexes yielding a long exact
sequence of cohomology groups.
Note that Γ∆ acts Zp-linearly on H iIw(GQp,∆, T ) by construction. The action is continuous
and the Iwasawa cohomology groups are compact (Cor. 2.5.6) therefore this extends to an
action of the Iwasawa algebra Zp[[Γ∆]].
Corollary 2.6.4. Let T be an object in RepZp(GQp,∆). The Iwasawa cohomology groups
H iIw(GQp,∆, T ) are finitely generated Zp[[Γ∆]]-modules.
Proof. At first assume that T is an object in RepZp−tors(GQp,∆). By Lemma 2.5.1 we have
an identification H iIw(GQp,∆, T )
∼= H i(GQp,∆,Zp[[Γ∆]]⊗Zp T ). There is an action of the group
GQp,∆×Γ∆ on Zp[[Γ∆]]⊗ZpT given by the formula (g, γ)(λ⊗x) := (gλγ−1⊗(gx) on elementary
tensors (g ∈ GQp,∆ with image g ∈ Γ∆; γ ∈ Γ∆; λ ∈ Zp[[Γ∆]]; and x ∈ T ). The action of Γ∆
extends to the Iwasawa algebra Zp[[Γ∆]] making Zp[[Γ∆]]⊗Zp T into a left module over Zp[[Γ∆]]
equipped with a linear action of GQp,∆. Thus the cohomology groups H
i(GQp,∆,Zp[[Γ∆]]⊗ZpT )
are left modules over Zp[[Γ∆]]. Pick a topological generator γα of Γα for some fixed α ∈ ∆.
Since Zp[[Γ∆\{α}]] is Zp-flat, we have a short exact sequence
0→ Zp[[Γ∆]]⊗Zp T
(γα−1)·→ Zp[[Γ∆]]⊗Zp T → Zp[[Γ∆\{α}]]⊗Zp T → 0
of GQp,∆-representations. Therefore we obtain a long exact sequence
· · · → H i(GQp,∆,Zp[[Γ∆]]⊗Zp T )
(γα−1)·→ H i(GQp,∆,Zp[[Γ∆]]⊗Zp T )→
→ H i(GQp,∆,Zp[[Γ∆\{α}]]⊗Zp T )→ H i+1(GQp,∆,Zp[[Γ∆]]⊗Zp T )→ · · ·
of compact Zp[[Γ∆]]-modules. By the topological Nakayama Lemma [1] H i(GQp,∆,Zp[[Γ∆]]⊗Zp
T ) is finitely generated over Zp[[Γ∆]] if and only if the cokernel of the multiplication by (γα−1)
is finitely generated over Zp[[Γ∆\{α}]] which is true assuming that H i(GQp,∆,Zp[[Γ∆\{α}]]⊗Zp T )
is finitely generated over Zp[[Γ∆\{α}]]. The statement follows by induction on |∆| noting that
H i(GQp,∆,Zp[[Γ∅]]⊗Zp T ) = H i(GQp,∆, T ) is finitely generated over Zp[[Γ∅]] = Zp.
Using the above and the long exact sequence of Iwasawa cohomology applied to the short
exact sequence 0→ Ttors → T → T/Ttors → 0 we may assume without loss of generality that
T is free over Zp. Then we use the long exact sequence associated to 0→ T p·→ T → T/pT → 0
and the topological Nakayama Lemma as above to deduce the statement for a general object
T in RepZp(GQp,∆).
2.7 The Euler–Poincaré characteristic formula
Recall that whenever A (resp. T , resp. V ) is a finite p-power torsion abelian group (resp.
finitely generated Zp-module, resp. finite dimensional Qp-vectorspace) with a continuous ac-
tion of GQp then the Euler-Poincaré characteristic of A (resp. of T , resp. of V ) is defined
as χGQp (A) :=
∏2
i=0 |H i(GQp, A)|(−1)
i
(resp. as χGQp (T ) :=
∑2
i=0(−1)i rkZp H i(GQp, T ), resp.
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as χGQp (V ) :=
∑2
i=0(−1)i dimQp H i(GQp, V )). The classical Euler-Poincaré characteristic for-
mula states that
χGQp (A) = |A| , χGQp (T ) = rkZp T , and χGQp (V ) = dimQp V .
We define the Euler–Poincaré characteristic of representations ofGQp,∆ similarly: whenever
A (resp. T , resp. V ) is a finite p-power torsion abelian group (resp. finitely generated Zp-
module, resp. finite dimensional Qp-vectorspace) with a continuous action of GQp,∆ then the
Euler-Poincaré characteristic of A (resp. of T , resp. of V ) is defined as
χGQp,∆(A) :=
2|∆|∏
i=0
|H i(GQp,∆, A)|(−1)
i
;
χGQp,∆(T ) :=
2|∆|∑
i=0
(−1)i rkZp H i(GQp,∆, T ) ;
χGQp,∆(V ) :=
2|∆|∑
i=0
(−1)i dimQp H i(GQp,∆, V ) .
The analogous Euler–Poincaré characteristic formula follows from the classical |∆| = 1 case
by induction on |∆| using the Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence. However, we present here
a different proof using multivariable (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-modules as the statements proven along these
lines might be of independent interest.
For an object D in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆,OE∆) or in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆, E∆) and a subset S ⊆ ∆ we define
the cochain complex (slightly different from the one introduced in (2))
Ψ•0,S(D) : 0→ D →
⊕
α∈S
D → · · · →
⊕
{α1,...,αr}∈(Sr)
D → · · · → D → 0
where for all 0 ≤ r ≤ |S| − 1 the map dβ1,...,βr+1α1,...,αr : D → D from the component in the rth
term corresponding to {α1, . . . , αr} ⊆ S to the component corresponding to the (r+ 1)-tuple
{β1, . . . , βr+1} ⊆ S is given by
dβ1,...,βr+1α1,...,αr =
{
0 if {α1, . . . , αr} 6⊆ {β1, . . . , βr+1}
(−1)ηψβ if {β1, . . . , βr+1} = {α1, . . . , αr} ∪ {β} ,
where η = η(α1, . . . , αr, β) is the number of elements in the set S \ {α1, . . . , αr} smaller than
β. We put Ψ•0(D) := Ψ
•
0,∆(D).
Lemma 2.7.1. The complex Ψ•0,S(D) is acyclic in nonzero degrees. In particular, the functor
D 7→ h0Ψ•0,S(D) =
⋂
β∈S Ker(ψβ) is exact.
Proof. We proceed by induction on |S|. If |S| = 1 then this is the surjectivity of ψβ (S = {β}).
Moreover, if |S| > 1 then for any fixed β ∈ S and S ′ := S \ {β} the complex Ψ•0,S(D) is the
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total complex of the double complex
0 // D //
⊕
α∈S′
D // . . . //
⊕
{α1,...,αr}∈(S′r )
D // . . . // D // 0
0 // D //
ψβ
OO
⊕
α∈S′
D //
⊕
ψβ
OO
. . . //
⊕
{α1,...,αr}∈(S′r )
D //
⊕
ψβ
OO
. . . // D //
ψβ
OO
0
where the rows of the above complex are isomorphic to Ψ•0,S′(D). By induction Ψ
•
0,S′(D) is
acyclic in nonzero degrees, so the above total complex is quasi-isomorphic to
0→ h0Ψ•0,S′(D)
ψβ→ h0Ψ•0,S′(D)→ 0 .
Finally, the map ψβ is surjective on h
0Ψ•0,S′(D) as it has a right inverse ϕβ. Indeed, ϕβ
commutes with ψα for any α ∈ S ′ therefore maps h0Ψ•0,S′(D) =
⋂
α∈S′ Ker(ψα) into itself.
The group Γ∆ is isomorphic to the direct product C∆ × Γ∗∆ where C∆ is a finite group
and Γ∗∆ ∼=
∏
α∈∆ Γ
∗
α
∼= Z∆p . In particular, the Iwasawa algebra E+∆(Γ∗∆) := Fp[[Γ∗∆]] of Γ∗∆
over Fp is isomorphic to the power series ring Fp[[Yα | α ∈ ∆]] where 1 + Yα corresponds
to a topological generator of the group Γ∗α ∼= Zp for all α ∈ ∆. So we may form the ring
E∆(Γ
∗
∆) := E
+
∆(Γ
∗
∆)[Y
−1
α | α ∈ ∆]. Finally, we put E∆(Γ∆) := E∆(Γ∗∆)⊗E+∆(Γ∗∆) Fp[[Γ∆]].
Proposition 2.7.2. Let D be an object in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆, E∆). Then h0Ψ•0(D) is a free E∆(Γ∆)-
module of rank rkE∆ D.
Proof. By passing to a finite extension of Fp and using Lemma 2.7.1 we are reduced to the
case when V := V∆(D) is absolutely irreducible as a representation of GQp,∆. In this case V is
an outer tensor product of representations Vα for α ∈ ∆. Therefore D is the completed tensor
product of Dα := D(Vα) (α ∈ ∆). In particular, h0Ψ•0(D) is the completed tensor product of
h0Ψ•0(Dα) (α ∈ ∆). The result follows from the case |∆| = 1 which is proven in Cor. VI.1.3
in [16].
Proposition 2.7.3. Let V be a continuous Fp-representation of GQp,∆. The Iwasawa co-
homology groups H iIw(GQp,∆, V ) are torsion E
+
∆(Γ
∗
∆)-modules for all i > d = |∆|.
Proof. By passing to a finite extension of Fp and using the long exact sequence of the Ψ•
complex of D := D(V ) together with Thm. 2.5.2 we are reduced to the case when V is
absolutely irreducible as a representation of GQp,∆. In this case V is an outer tensor product
of representations Vα for α ∈ ∆. By Prop. 2.5.4 and 2.5.7 the cohomology groups hi−dΨ•(D#0 )
are dense in hi−dΨ•(D#) ∼= H iIw(GQp,∆, V ). The result follows from the description (Lemma
2.5.9) of hi−dΨ•(D#0 ) noting that h
1Ψ•(D#α ) is finite dimensional over Fp (Cor. I.7.4 in [14])
hence killed by a nonzero element in Fp[[Γ∗α]] for all α ∈ ∆. Indeed, we find a nonzero element
in
⊗
α∈∆ Fp[[Γ
∗
α]] ⊂ Fp[[Γ∗∆]] annihilating hi−dΨ•(D#0 ) for any i > d and by continuity this
element also kills hi−dΨ•(D#).
Proposition 2.7.4. Let V be a continuous Fp-representation of GQp,∆. The cohomology group
h0Ψ•(D(V )C∆) has rank dimFp V over E
+
∆(Γ
∗
∆) = Fp[[Γ
∗
∆]].
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Proof. This follows by a similar argument as in the proof of Prop. 2.7.3. However, for future
applications we include a different proof here resembling the classical |∆| = 1 case. Put
D := D(V ) and consider the map∏
α∈∆
(ϕα − id) : h0Ψ•(DC∆)→ h0Ψ•0(DC∆) .
By Prop. 2.7.2 the right hand side is a free module over E∆(Γ
∗
∆)
∼= E∆(Γ∆)C∆ of rank dimFp V .
We show that both the kernel and cokernel of
∏
α∈∆(ϕα−id) are torsion modules over E+∆(Γ∗∆)
so it becomes an isomorphism after tensoring with the field of fractions Frac(E+∆(Γ
∗
∆)) of
E+∆(Γ
∗
∆). However, we have Frac(E
+
∆(Γ
∗
∆)) ⊗E+∆(Γ∗∆) E∆(Γ
∗
∆)
∼= Frac(E+∆(Γ∗∆)) so this implies
the statement.
As in the classical case [16] we define D++ = {y ∈ D | limk→∞(
∏
α∈∆ ϕα)
k(y) = 0} where
the limit is considered in the X∆-adic topology.
Lemma 2.7.5. For any element x ∈ D and any choice of topological generators γα ∈ Γ∗α
there exists an integer k > 0 such that
∏
α∈∆(γα − 1)k · x lies in D++.
Proof. This is similar to the proof of the classical case |∆| = 1 (see section III.4 in [16]): At
first note that x lies in X−n∆ D
++ for some n ≥ 0 by Prop. 2.5 in [37]. Moreover, the subspace
M := X−n−1∆ D
++ is invariant under the action of Γ∆. Moreover, for k ≥ pr ≥ n + 1 the
element (γα− 1)kXα is divisible by Xprα in E+∆ by Lemme III.4.1 in [16]. Finally, we compute∏
α∈∆
(γα − 1)k · x ∈
∏
α∈∆
(γα − 1)k ·X∆M =
∏
α∈∆
(
(γα − 1)kXα
) ·M ⊆ Xn+1∆ M ⊆ D++ .
Since the map
∏
α∈∆(ϕα − id) is formally invertible on D++ and h0Ψ•(DC∆) is finitely
generated over E+∆(Γ
∗
∆) (Cor. 2.6.4), the statement follows from Lemma 2.7.5.
Remark. The above proof also shows that E∆(Γ
∗
∆)⊗E+∆(Γ∗∆)h
0Ψ•(DC∆) (resp. E∆(Γ∆)⊗E+∆(Γ∆)
h0Ψ•(D)) is a free module of rank dimFp V over E∆(Γ
∗
∆) (resp. over E∆(Γ∆)).
Lemma 2.7.6. Let D be an object in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆, E∆) and S ⊆ ∆ be any non-empty subset.
Then the complex Γ•(Ker(
∏
α∈S ψα : D
C∆ → DC∆)) is acyclic.
Proof. Put DC∆,ψS=0 := Ker(
∏
α∈S ψα : D
C∆ → DC∆) for simplicity. For any α ∈ S we have
a short exact sequence
0 −→ DC∆,ψα=0 −→ DC∆,ψS=0 ψα−→ DC∆,ψS\{α}=0 −→ 0
having a splitting ϕα : D
C∆,ψS\{α}=0 →֒ DC∆,ψS=0. So we are reduced to the case S = {α}
by induction. However, the map γα − 1 is bijective on DC∆,ψα=0 by 2.7.2 since we have an
embedding ∏
β∈∆\{α}
 ∑
γβ∈Cβ
γβ(1 +Xβ)ϕβ
 : DC∆,ψα=0 →֒ ⋂
β∈∆
Ker(ψβ)
C∆
with left-inverse
∏
β∈∆\{α} ψβ◦(1+Xβ)−1 makingDC∆,ψα=0 a direct summand in
⋂
β∈∆
Ker(ψβ)
C∆
as a Zp[[γα − 1]]-module.
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For an étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-module over any of the rings E∆, OE∆ , or E∆, we denote by ΨΓ•(D)
the total complex of the double complex Γ•(Ψ•(D)C∆).
Theorem 2.7.7. Let D be an object in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆, E∆). Then the complex ΨΓ•(D) is
quasi-isomorphic to ΦΓ•(D). In particular, both compute the Galois cohomology groups
H•(GQp,∆,V(D)).
Proof. Consider the morphism
ψ• : Φ•(D)C∆ → Ψ•(D)C∆
of cochain complexes that is given by (−1)ε(S)∏α∈S ψα on the copy of D corresponding to a
subset S ⊆ ∆ with |S| = r in Φr(D)C∆ mapping onto the copy of D corresponding to S in
Ψr(D)C∆ . Here ε(S) is the sum of the indices of elements of S when the set ∆ is index by the
numbers 1, . . . , |∆| (ie. after choosing a total ordering of ∆ on which both cochain complexes
depend). This is surjective in each degree therefore by the long exact sequence corresponding
to the short exact sequence 0 → Ker(ψ•) → Φ•(D)C∆ → Ψ•(D)C∆ → 0 we are reduced to
showing that the total complex of the double complex Γ•(Ker(ψ•)) is acyclic. This follows
using the (second) spectral sequence of the double complex since the columns of the double
complex are acyclic by Lemma 2.7.6.
Lemma 2.7.8. For any finitely generated E+∆(Γ
∗
∆)-moduleM we have
∑d
j=0(−1)j dimFp hjΓ•(M) =
rkE+∆(Γ∗∆)
M .
Proof. Whenever M is a free module, the statement is clear as Γ•(M) is acyclic in nonzero
degrees in this case. The general case follows from the long exact sequence of Γ• using a free
resolution of M .
Theorem 2.7.9. Let A be a finite p-primary abelian group together with a continuous action
of GQp,∆. Then we have χGQp (A) = |A|.
Proof. By the long exact sequence of group cohomology we may assume without loss of
generality that pA = 0. Put D := D(A). By Thm. 2.7.7 we have
χGQp (A) = p
∑2|∆|
i=0 (−1)i dimFp hiΨΓ•(D) .
By the first E1 spectral sequence of the double complex defining ΨΓ
•(D) we compute
2|∆|∑
i=0
(−1)i dimFp hiΨΓ•(D) =
d∑
i=0
d∑
j=0
(−1)i+j dimFp hjΓ•(hiΨ•(D)C∆) =
=
d∑
i=0
(−1)i rkE+∆(Γ∗∆) h
iΨ•(D)C∆ = rkE+∆(Γ∗∆) h
0Ψ•(D)C∆ = dimFp A
using Prop. 2.7.3 and 2.7.4, and Lemma 2.7.8.
Lemma 2.7.10. Let M be a finitely generated Zp-module of (generic) rank r. Then for any
n ≥ 1 we have pnr = |M⊗Zp(Zp/pn)||TorZp1 (M,Zp/pn)| .
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Proof. This is classical but for the convenience of the reader we include a proof. By the
theorem of elementary divisors we may assume M ∼= Zp/pk or M ∼= Zp is cyclic. The lemma
follows directly using a projective resolution of M : we have M ⊗Zp (Zp/pn) ∼= M/pnM and
Tor
Zp
1 (M,Zp/p
n) ∼= M [pn].
Corollary 2.7.11. Let T (resp. V ) be a finitely generated Zp-module (resp. finite dimensional
Qp-vectorspace) with a continuous action of GQp,∆. Then we have
χGQp,∆(T ) = rkZp T ; χGQp,∆(V ) = dimQp V
for the Euler-Poincaré characteristic of T (resp. of V ).
Proof. The second statement follows from the first one inverting p (which is exact). For the
first statement we may assume without loss of generality that T is free over Zp using the
long exact sequence of GQp,∆-cohomology. In this case ΦΓ
•(D(T/pT )) is the derived tensor
product of ΦΓ•(D(T )) with Fp over Zp. The statement is a combination of Thm. 2.1.9, Thm.
2.7.9, and Lemma 2.7.10 with the spectral sequence
Eij2 = Tor
Zp
−i(h
jΦΓ•(D(T )),Fp)⇒ hi+jΦΓ•(D(T/pT )) .
3 Overconvergence
The goal in this section is to construct a multivariable analogue O†E∆ of the ring O†E and
prove the overconvergence of multivariable (ϕ,Γ)-modules (see [13] for the classical, 1-variable
case). We show, moreover, that the category of étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-modules over O†E∆ is equivalent
to the category of étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-modules over OE∆ (hence also to the category of continuous
representations of GQp,∆ over Zp). Finally, we verify that the overconvergent Herr complex
also computes Galois cohomology.
Our definition of multivariable overconvergent and Robba rings is somewhat different from
that considered in [4, 22] and in the possibly non-commutative version in [35]. Here the func-
tions are required to converge on a full polyannulus whereas in these previous constructions
the modulus of the variables have a fixed relation. The reason for this difference is that we
have partial Frobenii to act on our rings O†E∆ and R∆ and the relation of the moduli of vari-
ables changes under these operators. However, R∆ can naturally be viewed as a subring of
the multivariable Robba ring considered in [22].
3.1 Multivariate overconvergent and Robba rings
Recall (Thm. 4.11 in [37]) that the functors
V 7→ D(V ) :=
(
Êur∆ ⊗Qp V
)HQp,∆
D 7→ V(D) :=
⋂
α∈∆
(
Êur∆ ⊗E∆ D
)ϕα=id
= h0Φ•(Dur)
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are quasi-inverse equivalences of categories between the Tannakian categories RepQp(GQp,∆)
and Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆, E∆). Further, this also has an integral version: for Zp-representations T of
GQp,∆ we define
D(T ) :=
(
OÊur∆ ⊗Zp T
)HQp,∆
which is an equivalence of categories from RepZp(GQp,∆) to Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆,OE∆) with quasi-
inverse T mapping an object D to
T(D) :=
⋂
α∈∆
(
OÊur∆ ⊗OE∆ D
)ϕα=id
= h0Φ•(Dur) .
Here we put Dur := Êur∆ ⊗E∆D (resp. Dur := OÊur∆ ⊗OE∆ D) for an object D in D
et(ϕ∆,Γ∆, E∆)
(resp. in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆,OE∆)).
Recall, moreover, that the ring O†E of integral overconvergent Laurent series is defined as
O†E :=
{∑
i∈Z
aiX
i | ai ∈ Zp , convergent on ρ < |X|p < 1 for some 0 < ρ < 1
}
and we put E † := O†E [p−1]. Both these rings are subrings of the Robba ring R :=
⋃
0<ρ<1R(ρ,1)
where we put
R(ρ,1) :=
{∑
i∈Z
aiX
i | ai ∈ Qp , convergent on ρ < |X|p < 1
}
.
Further, for each real number ρ < r < 1 we have the r-norm on R(ρ,1) given by the formula
|∑i∈Z aiX i|r := supi |ai|pri ∈ R≥0 (which we extend to the whole Robba ring R by the same
formula possibly taking +∞ as a value). Recall that E † (resp. O†E) consists of those elements
f ∈ R such that limr→1 |f |r <∞ (resp. limr→1 |f |r ≤ 1).
Consider a copy O†Eα , E †α, and Rα of these rings for each α ∈ ∆ using the variable Xα. We
define R∆ :=
⋃
ρ∈(0,1)∆ R(ρ,1)∆ as the ascending union of the ring of multivariable power series
R(ρ,1)∆ :=
 ∑
i=(iα)α∈∆∈Z∆
aiX
i | ai ∈ Qp , convergent on B(ρ,1)

where Xi :=
∏
α∈∆X
iα
α and the polyannulus B
(ρ,1) for the tuple ρ = (ρα)α∈∆ ∈ (0, 1)∆ is
defined as
B(ρ,1) :=
{
X = (Xα)α∈∆ ∈ C∆p | ρα < |Xα|p < 1 for all α ∈ ∆
}
.
For each tuple r = (rα)α∈∆ ∈ (0, 1)∆ of real numbers with ρα < rα < 1 for all α ∈ ∆ the
r-norm on R(ρ,1)∆ is defined as
|
∑
i∈Z∆
aiX
i|r := sup
i
|ai|p
∏
α∈∆
riαα .
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Note that the r-norm is multiplicative onR(ρ,1)∆ for any tuple ρ with ρα < rα for all α ∈ ∆. We
extend the r-norm as a function to the whole Robba ring defined by the same formula taking
possibly +∞ as a value. We define the rings E †∆ (resp. O†E∆) as subrings of R∆ consisting of
functions that are bounded (resp. bounded by 1) on the boundary. More precisely, we set
E †∆ := {f ∈ R∆ | lim sup
r→(1)α∈∆
|f |r <∞}
O†E∆ := {f ∈ R∆ | lim sup
r→(1)α∈∆
|f |r ≤ 1} .
In other words f ∈ R∆ lies in O†E∆ if and only if for each δ ∈ R>0 there exists an ε ∈ (0, 1)
such that for each tuple r ∈ (1−ε, 1)∆ we have |f |r < 1+ δ. Further, we have E †∆ = O†E∆ [p−1].
For each α ∈ ∆ we identify O†Eα (resp. E †α, resp. Rα) with a subring of O†E∆ (resp. of E †∆, resp.
of R∆).
Lemma 3.1.1. If f =
∑
i∈Z∆ aiX
i lies in O†E∆ then we have ai ∈ Zp for all i ∈ Z∆.
Proof. Assume that |aj|p > 1 for some fixed j ∈ Z∆ and choose the real number 0 < δ <
|aj|p − 1. Then for r close enough to (1)α∈∆ (depending on j and |aj|p − 1 − δ) we have
1 + δ < |aj|p
∏
α r
jα
α ≤ |f |r showing that lim supr→(1)α∈∆ |f |r > 1 + δ whence f /∈ O†E∆ .
Remark. The converse of the above Lemma is not true whenever |∆| > 1. For example
the Laurent series
∑∞
i=1X
2i
α X
−i
β has coefficients in Zp and belongs to R∆, but not to O†E∆ if
α 6= β ∈ ∆.
Proposition 3.1.2. The ring O†E∆ is p-adically separated and its p-adic completion lim←−nO
†
E∆/(p
n)
is isomorphic to OE∆ . In particular, we have an injective ring homomorphism O†E∆ →֒ OE∆ .
Proof. The p-adic separatedness follows directly from Lemma 3.1.1. Further, it is obvious
that O+E∆ = Zp[[Xα | α ∈ ∆]] ⊆ O†E∆ and X−1α ∈ O†E∆ for all α ∈ ∆ whence O+E∆ [X−1∆ ] ⊆ O†E∆ .
Note that we have OE∆/(pn) ∼= O+E∆ [X−1∆ ]/(pn), and O+E∆ [X−1∆ ]/(pn) →֒ O†E∆/(pn) by Lemma
3.1.1, so it remains to show that O+E∆ [X−1∆ ]/(pn)։ O†E∆/(pn). Namely, we need to verify that
the monomials in an element f =
∑
i∈Z∆ aiX
i ∈ O†E∆ with coefficients not divisible by pn have
bounded denominators for any fixed n. Assume for contradiction that for some n > 0 and
α ∈ ∆ there exists a sequence i(j)j≥1 ⊂ Z∆ of indices such that i(j)α → −∞ and |ai(j)|p > p−n
for all j ≥ 1. We claim that f /∈ E †∆. Choose real numbers 0 < C and 0 < ε < 1. For any
fixed rα in the open interval (1 − ε, 1), there exists a positive integer j such hat ri(j)αα > Cpn
since the sequence i(j)α tends to −∞. Now for given rα and this chosen j ≥ 1 we may choose
rβ ∈ (1− ε, 1) close enough to 1 for all β ∈ ∆ \ {α} such that we still have
∏
β∈∆ r
i(j)β
β > Cp
n
whence we have |f |r ≥ |ai(j)|p
∏
β∈∆ r
i(j)β
β > C.
Remark. We have R∆ ∩OE∆ ) E †∆ ∩
∏
i∈Z∆ ZpX
i = E †∆ ∩OE∆ = O†E∆ where the intersection
is considered in the Qp-vector space
∏
i∈Z∆ QpX
i.
Proof. The inclusion O†E∆ ⊆ R∆ ∩OE∆ is proven in Prop. 3.1.2. To see that the containment
is proper note that the element
∑
n≥1 p
nX2
2n
α X
−2n
β belongs to R∆∩OE∆ but not to O†E∆ . Now
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assume that f =
∑
i∈Z∆ aiX
i lies in E †∆ and ai ∈ Zp for all i ∈ Z∆. Then there exist real
numbers 0 < C and 0 < ε < 1 such that |f |r ≤ C whenever 1− ε < rα < 1 for all α ∈ ∆. In
particular, we have |ai|p
∏
α∈∆ r
iα
α ≤ C which implies
|ai|p
∏
α∈∆
riαα ≤ |ai|p
∏
α∈∆
rmin(0,iα)α ≤ C ,
too, by letting rβ go to 1 for all β ∈ ∆ with iβ > 0. Now the function
H(r) := sup
i
(|ai|p
∏
α∈∆
rmin(0,iα)α )
is monotone decreasing and bounded by C on the polyannulus r ∈ (1 − ε, 1)∆. So it suffices
to show that lim supr→1H0(r) ≤ 1 where H0(r) := H((r)α∈∆) as a function on the interval
(1 − ε, 1). Choose a real number δ > 0 and 1 − ε < r′ < 1. Now for large enough integer N
we have r′n > C for n < −N , therefore there exists a real number r′ < r′′ < 1 such that we
still have (r′/r′′)n > C for n < −N . By possibly increasing r′′ further (for fixed N) we may
assume that r′′−N ≤ 1 + δ. So for those i ∈ Z∆ with ∑α∈∆min(0, iα) < −N we have
|ai|p
∏
α∈∆
r′′min(0,iα) < (
r′′
r′
)−N |ai|p
∏
α∈∆
r′min(0,iα) < C−1C = 1 .
On the other hand for those i ∈ Z∆ with ∑α∈∆min(0, iα) ≥ −N we have
|ai|p
∏
α∈∆
r′′min(0,iα) ≤ |ai|pr′′−N ≤ 1 + δ .
All in all we obtain H0(r
′′) ≤ 1 + δ, so we deduce f ∈ O†E∆ as δ was arbitrary.
We now equip the rings O†E∆ , E †∆, and R∆ with the action of the operators ϕα for all α ∈ ∆
and by the group Γ∆ (as in section 1.5). Let p
−1/(p−1) < rα < 1 be a real number. Then by
the ultrametric inequality we compute
|ϕ(Xα)−Xpα|rα = |
p−1∑
j=1
(
p
j
)
Xjα|rα ≤ max
0<j<p
|
(
p
j
)
Xjα|rα =
rα
p
< rpα = |Xpα|rα .
In particular, we obtain |ϕα(Xα)|rα = |Xpα|rα = rpα. We deduce
|ϕ(X iα)−Xpiα |rα = |(ϕα(Xα)−Xpα)
i−1∑
j=0
ϕα(Xα)
jXp(i−1−j)α |rα < rpαrp(i−1)α = |Xpiα |rα
for all i ∈ Z>0. Further, since ϕα(Xα) is invertible in O†Eα , it is also invertible in the rings
O†E∆ , E †∆, and R∆. Moreover, we have
|ϕ(X−iα )−X−piα |rα = |
Xpiα − ϕα(Xα)i
Xpiα ϕα(Xα)i
|rα < r−piα = |X−piα |rα (9)
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for all i > 0. Therefore if f =
∑
i∈Z∆ aiX
i ∈ R∆ is convergent on the polyannulus B(ρ,1) for
some ρ ∈ (0, 1)∆ with ρα > p−1/(p−1) then the formal sum
ϕα(f) :=
∑
i∈Z∆
aiϕα(Xα)
iα
∏
β∈∆\{α}
X
iβ
β
also converges in the r-norm whenever rα > ρ
1/p
α and rβ > ρβ for all β ∈ ∆\{α}. This way we
obtain an injective ring endomorphism ϕα : R∆ →R∆ such that for all f ∈ R and r ∈ (0, 1)∆
with rα > p
−1/(p−1) we have |ϕα(f)|r = |f |r′ where r′α = rpα and r′β = rβ for all α 6= β ∈ ∆.
This, in particular, shows that ϕα(f) lies in the subring O†E∆ (resp. in E †∆) if and only if so
does f .
Lemma 3.1.3. Fix α ∈ ∆ and let r ∈ (0, 1)∆ with rα > p−1/(p−1), and let r′ ∈ (0, 1)∆ such
that r′α = r
p
α and r
′
β = rβ for all α 6= β ∈ ∆. Let f0, . . . , fp−1 ∈ R∆.
(1) If f0, . . . , fp−1 are all convergent on the polyannulus B(r
′,1), then we have
rp−1α max
j
|fj |r′ ≤ |
p−1∑
j=0
(1 +Xα)
jϕα(fj)|r ≤ max
j
|fj|r′ .
(2) If
∑p−1
j=0(1+Xα)
jϕα(fj) is convergent on the polyannulus B
(r,1), then each fi (i = 0, . . . , p−
1) is convergent on the polyannulus B(r
′,1).
Proof. The second inequality follows from the from the formula |ϕα(f)|r = |f |r′ by the ul-
trametric inequality noting |(1 +Xα)j |r = 1 for all j = 0, . . . , p− 1. For the other inequality
we may assume without loss of generality that fj lies in Rα since the functions | · |r are defined
termwise. In this case we choose 0 ≤ j0 ≤ p− 1 such that |fj0|r′ is maximal (if the maximum
is taken at more than one value of j0 then we take the biggest j0 among them) and choose
the integer i0 such that the supremum defining |fj0|r′ is taken on the coefficient of X i0α . We
claim that the term with Xpi0+j0α in
∑p−1
j=0(1 +Xα)
jϕα(fj) has | · |r at least rp−1α maxj |fj |r′ =
rp−1α |fj0|r′ ≤ rj0α |fj0|r′. To show this write fj =
∑∞
i=−∞ ai,jX
i
α (j = 0, . . . , p− 1). By (9) and
our assumption rα > p
−1/(p−1) we have |ϕα(fj)−
∑∞
i=−∞ ai,jX
pi
α |r < |ϕα(fj)|r = |fj|r′. Adding
all these estimates and using the ultrametric inequality we obtain
|
p−1∑
j=0
(1 +Xα)
jϕα(fj)−
p−1∑
j=0
∞∑
i=−∞
ai,j(1 +Xα)
jXpiα |r < |
p−1∑
j=0
∞∑
i=−∞
ai,j(1 +Xα)
jXpiα |r
whence
|
p−1∑
j=0
(1 +Xα)
jϕα(fj)|r = |
p−1∑
j=0
∞∑
i=−∞
ai,j(1 +Xα)
jXpiα |r .
Now in the infinite sum on the right hand side only the terms
∑
j0≤j≤p−1 ai0,j(1 +Xα)
jXpi0α
contribute to the coefficient of Xj0+pi0α , namely the coefficient is
∑
j0≤j≤p−1 ai0,j
(
j
j0
)
. Note that
ai0,jX
i0
α is a term in fj whence |ai0,jXpi0α |r = |ai0,jX i0α |r′ ≤ |fj|r′ ≤ |fj0|r′ with strict inequality
at the end in case j 6= j0 by the choice of j0. By the choice i0 we have |fj0 |r′ = |ai0,j0X i0α |r′, so
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we deduce |∑j0≤j≤p−1 ai0,j( jj0)Xj0+pi0α |r = |ai0,j0Xj0+pi0α |r = rj0α |fj0|r′ as claimed since the sum
on the left hand side has ai0,j0X
j0+pi0
α as dominant term with all the others having smaller
| · |r.
For the second statement we may write each fj =
∑
k∈Z∆ ak,j
∏
α∈∆X
kα
α (j = 0, . . . , p−1)
as an infinite formal sum and put f
(N)
j :=
∑
k∈(Z∩[−N,N ])∆ ak,j
∏
α∈∆X
kα
α . We have
rp−1α max
j
|f (N)j |r′ ≤ |
p−1∑
j=0
(1 +Xα)
jϕα(f
(N)
j )|r
by the first statement since finite sums converge on any polyannulus. Taking the limit as
N →∞ we deduce that whenever |∑p−1j=0(1 +Xα)jϕα(fj)|r is finite for some fixed r ∈ (0, 1)∆
with rα > p
−1/(p−1), so is |fj|r′ for all j = 0, . . . , p− 1.
Proposition 3.1.4. For all α ∈ ∆ we have
R∆ =
p−1⊕
j=0
(1 +Xα)
jϕα(R∆)
E †∆ =
p−1⊕
j=0
(1 +Xα)
jϕα(E †∆)
O†E∆ =
p−1⊕
j=0
(1 +Xα)
jϕα(O†E∆) .
Proof. By collecting the terms with
∏
β∈∆\{α}X
iβ
β for each tuple i = (iβ)β∈∆\{α} ∈ Z∆\{α} in
the expansion of any element f in R∆ (resp. in E †∆, resp. in O†E∆) we may write
f =
∑
i∈Z∆\{α}
fi
∏
β∈∆\{α}
X
iβ
β
for some fi in Rα (resp. in E †α, resp. in O†Eα). Since the operator ϕα respects this expansion,
we deduce immediately that the sums in the statement are all direct. In order to prove these
equalities we may write each fi as a sum fi =
∑p−1
j=0(1 + Xα)
jϕα(fi,j) for some fi,j in Rα
(resp. in E †α, resp. in O†Eα). Now whenever f is convergent on the polyannulus B(r,1) for some
r ∈ (0, 1)∆ with rα > p−1/(p−1) then by Lemma 3.1.3 applied to the sum
∑p−1
j=0(1+Xα)
jϕα(fi,j)
for each i ∈ Z∆ we deduce that the formal sum ∑i∈Z∆\{α} fi,j∏β∈∆\{α}X iββ converges on the
polyannulus B(r
′,1) for each j = 0, . . . , p− 1. The statement on the decomposition of E †∆ and
O†E∆ also follows from Lemma 3.1.3 noting that rp−1α tends to 1 as rα → 1.
Now if γ = (γα)α∈∆ ∈ Γ∆ is arbitrary then we put γ(Xα) := (1+Xα)χα(γα)−1 for all α ∈ ∆
and we extend this operator to all monomials Xi =
∏
α∈∆X
iα
α multiplicatively (i = (iα)α∈∆ ∈
Z∆). Now note that for any tuple r ∈ (0, 1)∆ and i ∈ Z∆ we have |γ(Xi)|r = |Xi|r, so this
defines an action of the group Γ∆ on each of the ringsR∆, E †∆, and O†E∆ . This action commutes
with the operators ϕα (which also commute with each other). Now an étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-module
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over O†E∆ is a finitely generated free module D† over O
†
E∆ with commuting semilinear action
of the group Γ∆ and the operators ϕα for each α ∈ ∆ such that the map
id⊗ϕα : O†E∆ ⊗ϕα,O†E∆ D
† → D†
is an isomorphism for all α ∈ ∆. An étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-module over R∆ (resp. over E †∆) is a
finitely generated free module over R∆ (resp. over E †∆) with commuting semilinear action
of the group Γ∆ and the operators ϕα for each α ∈ ∆ that comes as base extension from
an étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-module over O†E∆ . We denote by Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆,O†E∆), Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆, E †∆), andDet(ϕ∆,Γ∆,R∆) the categories of étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-modules over the respective rings.
We finish this section by proving certain ring theoretic properties of O†E∆ and by deriving
from them certain consequences on the structure of étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-modules over O†E∆ and over
E †∆.
Lemma 3.1.5. The Jacobson radical of the ring E∆ = OE∆/(p) = O†E∆/(p) is zero.
Proof. Suppose we have 0 6= λ ∈ Jac(E∆). By multiplying λ by a monomial
∏
α∈∆X
kα
α for
some kα ∈ Z we may assume without loss of generality that λ ∈ E+∆ := Fp[[Xα | α ∈ ∆]] ⊂
E∆ = E
+
∆[X
−1
∆ ] and λ is not divisible by any of the variables Xα (α ∈ ∆). Note that the
constant term of λ is zero since otherwise λ would be invertible. Therefore λ +
∏
α∈∆Xα is
not invertible in E∆ either as it is not divisible by any of the Xα and it is not invertible in
E+∆ either. This contradicts our assumption that λ ∈ Jac(E∆).
Proposition 3.1.6. We have Jac(O†E∆) = (p).
Proof. By Lemma 3.1.5 we are reduced to showing that 1 + px is invertible in O†E∆ for all
x ∈ O†E∆ . Since limr→(1)α∈∆ |x|r ≤ 1 there exists a real number 0 < ρ = ρ(ε) < 1 such that for
all r ∈ (ρ, 1)∆ we have |x|r < 1 + ε whence |px|r = p−1|x|r < p−1 + p−1ε < 1 for 0 < ε small
enough. In particular, the formal inverse (1 + px)−1 =
∑∞
j=0(−px)j converges in | · |r and we
have |(1 + px)−1|r = 1 for all r ∈ (ρ, 1)∆.
Remark. It is also true (and easier to prove) that we also have Jac(OE∆) = (p).
Proposition 3.1.7. The ring O†E∆ is noetherian.
Proof. This follows the same way as Lemma 1.3 in [22]. We are going to show that the
ring O†E∆ is a weakly complete finitely generated algebra over O+E∆ := Zp[[Xα | α ∈ ∆]] with
ideal (p) and generator X−1∆ in the sense of Fulton [18], hence O†E∆ is noetherian. Pick an
element f =
∑
k∈Z∆ ak
∏
α∈∆X
kα
α ∈ O†E∆ and for all n > 0 let hn be the smallest positive
integer such that f modulo pn lies in X−hn∆ Z/(p
n)[[Xα, α ∈ ∆]]. In other words there exists
an index kn = (kn,α)α∈∆ ∈ Z∆ and an αn ∈ ∆ such that kn,αn = −hn and pn ∤ akn and hn is
maximal with this property. For a fixed real number ε > 0 there exists a ρ = ρ(ε) ∈ (0, 1)
such that |f |r < 1 + ε for all r ∈ (ρ, 1)∆. Now we fix a real number ρ1 ∈ (ρ, 1) and pick
rn = (rn,α)α∈∆ ∈ (ρ, 1)∆ such that rn,αn = ρ1 and rn,β ∈ (ρ, 1) is arbitrary for all β ∈ ∆\{αn}
and n > 0. We compute
1 + ε > |f |r ≥ |akn|rnρ−hn1
∏
β∈∆\{αn}
r
kn,β
n,β ≥ p1−nρ−hn1
∏
β∈∆\{αn}
r
kn,β
n,β .
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Now for fixed n we let rn,β tend to 1 for all β ∈ ∆ \ {αn} and deduce 1 + ε ≥ p1−nρ−hn1 .
Taking logarithm we obtain hn ≤ log p− log ρ1n +
log(1+ε)−log p
− log ρ1 showing the weakly completeness as
the constants ε and ρ1 are chosen independently of n.
Corollary 3.1.8. E †∆ = O†E∆ [p−1] is noetherian.
Theorem 3.1.9. Let D† be an object in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆,O†E∆) that is p-torsion free. Then D† is
free as a module over O†E∆.
Proof. D†/pD† is an object in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆, E∆) therefore D†/pD† is free as a module over
E∆ by Cor. 3.16 in [37]. Let e1, . . . , ek ∈ D be an arbitrary lift of a set {e1, . . . , ek} of free
generators of D†/pD†. We claim that e1, . . . , ek freely generate D†. Since D† has no p-torsion,
the multiplication-by-p map pn−1D†/pnD† → pnD†/pn+1D† is an isomorphism for all n ≥ 1.
Therefore the O†E∆-submodule M of D† generated by e1, . . . , ek is free of rank k over O†E∆ .
On the other hand, the inclusion M →֒ D† induces an isomorphism M/pM ∼= D†/pD† by
construction. We deduce M = D† by Nakayama’s lemma that we may use by Propositions
3.1.6 and 3.1.7.
Corollary 3.1.10. Any object in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆, E †∆) (resp. in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆,R∆)) is a free module
over E †∆ (resp. over R∆).
3.2 Overconvergence of GQp,∆-representations
Recall [13] that there exists a subfield Êur† (denoted by B† in op. cit.) of the field Êur
(denoted by B in op. cit.) with ring of integers O†Êur = Êur
† ∩ OÊur (denoted by A† in op.
cit.) satisfying certain convergence conditions such that (Êur†)HQp = E † (denoted by B†Qp in
op. cit.) and (O†Êur)
HQp = O†E (denoted by A†Qp in op. cit.). The overconvergent (ϕ,Γ)-module
corresponding to a continuous p-adic representation V of GQp is defined as
D†(V ) :=
(
O†Êur ⊗Zp V
)HQp
.
The main result of Cherbonnier and Colmez (in case K = Qp) states that any such V is
overconvergent, ie. we have dimE† D†(V ) = dimQp V . In particular, we have D(V ) ∼= E ⊗E†
D†(V ). Now we consider a copy Êurα
†
(resp. O†Êurα ) of the ring Ê
ur
†
for each α ∈ ∆ and put
O†E∆,◦ :=
⊗
α∈∆,Zp
O†Eα , O†Êur∆,◦ :=
⊗
α∈∆,Zp
O†Êurα , O
†
Êur∆
:= O†E∆ ⊗O†E∆,◦ O
†
Êur∆,◦
,
E †∆,◦ :=
⊗
α∈∆,Qp
E †α = O†E∆,◦ [p−1] , Êur∆,◦
†
:=
⊗
α∈∆,Qp
Êurα
†
= O†Êur∆,◦ [p
−1] , and
Êur∆
†
:= E †∆ ⊗E†∆,◦ Ê
ur
∆,◦
†
= O†Êur∆ [p
−1] .
The rings O†Êur∆,◦ , O
†
Êur∆
, Êur∆,◦
†
, and Êur∆
†
admit an action of the group GQp,∆ and the operators
ϕα for all α ∈ ∆ the following way: Both GQp,α and ϕα act on the term O†Eα (resp. Êurα
†
) in
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the tensor product defining O†Êur∆,◦ (resp. Ê
ur
∆,◦
†
) and leaves the other terms inert. On the other
hand, the group GQp,∆ acts on O†Êur∆ (resp. on Ê
ur
∆
†
) via the second term and all the operators
ϕα (α ∈ ∆) via acting on both terms.
Lemma 3.2.1. We have (Êur∆,◦
†
)HQp,∆ = E †∆,◦, (Êur∆
†
)HQp,∆ = E †∆, (O†Êur∆,◦)
HQp,∆ = O†E∆,◦ , and
(O†Êur∆ )
HQp,∆ = O†E∆ .
Proof. The first statement follows by induction noting that the tensor product is taken over
a field Qp and the action is componentwise. The second statement is also proven by the same
inductional argument using the identification Êur∆
† ∼= E †∆
∏
α∈∆⊗E†α Êurα
†
since in the latter
expression the tensor products are again taken over the fields E †α. The integral versions follow
by taking intersections with O†Êur∆,◦ , resp. with O
†
Êur∆
.
We say that an étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-module over OE∆ (resp. over E∆) is overconvergent if it
comes as base extension from an object in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆,O†E∆) (resp. in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆, E †∆)). An
object T in RepZp(GQp,∆) (resp. V in RepQp(GQp,∆)) is said to be overconvergent if
D†(T/T [p∞]) :=
(
O†Êur∆ ⊗Zp T/T [p
∞]
)HQp,∆
, resp. D†(V ) :=
(
Êur∆
† ⊗Qp V
)HQp,∆
is a free étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-module of rank rkZp T over O†E∆ (resp. of rank dimQp V over E †∆). The
overconvergence of p-adic representations of GQp,∆ is proven in the following multivariable
analogue of the grounbreaking result of Cherbonnier and Colmez [13].
Proposition 3.2.2. Any object T in RepZp(GQp,∆) (resp. V in RepQp(GQp,∆)) is overconver-
gent.
Proof. By compactness of GQp,∆ there is a Zp-lattice T in any object V in RepQp(GQp,∆) that
is stable under the action of GQp,∆. In particular, D
†(V ) ∼= D†(T )[p−1], so it suffices to show
the integral statement. Further, we may assume without loss of generality that T is p-torsion
free. We start the proof by a general Lemma of independent interest in group representation
theory that will be important in the sequel.
Lemma 3.2.3. Let R ≤ S be two discrete valuation rings with maximal ideals p ⊳ R and
P ⊳ S such that R ∩ P = p and the residue field R/p is infinite. Assume that V and W are
two finite free modules over R with linear actions of a group G such that S ⊗R V ∼= S ⊗R W
as representations of G. Then V ∼= W .
Proof. This is classical, but for the convenience of the reader (and the lack of reference treating
this generality) we give a proof. Pick a basis v1, . . . , vn (resp. w1, . . . , wn) in the R-module
V (resp. W ) and denote by ρ(g) ∈ GLn(R) (resp. by τ(g) ∈ GLn(R)) the matrix of the
action of g ∈ G on V (resp. on W ) in this basis. The isomorphism S ⊗R V ∼= S ⊗R W
provides us with a matrix B ∈ GLn(S) such that we have Bρ(g) = τ(g)B for all g ∈ G.
Now the entries of B together with R = R · 1 ≤ S generate an R-submodule of S which is
free since R is a DVR and S has no p-torsion. We pick a basis u0 = 1, u1, . . . , ur ∈ S of
this free R-module, so we may write B =
∑r
i=0Biui with matrices Bi ∈ Mn(R), i = 0, . . . , r.
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Since u0, u1, . . . , ur are linearly independent over R, we deduce Biρ(g) = τ(g)Bi for all i =
0, . . . , r. Moreover, since B ∈ GLn(S), we have det(
∑r
i=0Biui) ∈ S× = S \ P . Therefore the
polynomial det(B0+
∑r
i=1BiXi) ∈ R[X1, . . . , Xr] is not identically 0 even modulo p as it has
an evaluation over S with value nonzero modulo pS ⊆ P . By our assumption that R/p is
infinite, there exists elements a1, . . . , ar ∈ R such that det(B0 +
∑r
i=1Biai) ∈ R× = R \ p.
Hence B′ := B0 +
∑r
i=1Biai ∈ GLn(R) gives an ismorphism between V ∼= 1 ⊗ V ⊂ S ⊗R V
and W ∼= 1⊗W ⊂ S ⊗R W since we have B′ρ(g) = τ(g)B′ for all g ∈ G.
Now we prove the proposition by induction on |∆|. The case |∆| = 1 is the main result
in [13]. Let α ∈ ∆ be fixed for some set |∆| > 1 and pick a continuous representation T of
GQp,∆, free of rank n over Zp. We put
D†◦(T ) :=
(
O†Êur∆,◦ ⊗Zp T
)HQp,∆
.
Lemma 3.2.4. We have D†(T ) ∼= O†E∆ ⊗O†E∆,◦ D
†
◦(T ).
Proof. Since HQp,∆ acts trivially on O†E∆ , we compute
D†(T ) ∼=
(
O†Êur∆ ⊗Zp T
)HQp,∆ ∼= ((O†E∆ ⊗O†E∆,◦ O†Êur∆,◦
)
⊗Zp T
)HQp,∆ ∼=
∼= O†E∆ ⊗O†E∆,◦
(
O†Êur∆,◦ ⊗Zp T
)HQp,∆ ∼= O†E∆ ⊗O†E∆,◦ D†◦(T )
as claimed.
By the case |∆| = 1 the rank of the O†Eα-module D†α(T ) := (O†Êurα ⊗Zp T )
HQp,α equals n. In
particular, we have
O†Êurα ⊗Zp T
∼= O†Êurα ⊗O†Eα D
†
α(T )
as representations of GQp,∆. Here D
†
α(T ) is stable under the action of GQp,∆ as a subspace of
O†Êurα ⊗Zp T since HQp,α is a normal subgroup in GQp,∆. While the action of GQp,α is semilinear,
that of GQp,∆\{α} is linear. Note that both O†Eα and O†Êurα are discrete valuation rings (see also
Prop. 3.1.6) with uniformizer p and infinite residue fields Eα = Fp((Xα)) (resp. Esepα ). So we
may apply Lemma 3.2.3 to deduce the—non-canonical—isomorphism
O†Eα ⊗Zp T ∼= D†α(T )
as representations of GQp,∆\{α}. In particular, we find a Zp-submodule T∆\{α} ⊂ D†α(T ) of
rank n over Zp such that we have T∆\{α} ∼= T as representations of GQp,∆\{α} and T∆\{α}
contains a basis of the O†Eα-module D†α(T ). Hence we compute
D†◦(T ) =
(
O†Êur∆,◦ ⊗Zp T
)HQp,∆ ∼= (O† ̂Eur
∆\{α},◦
⊗Zp (O†Êurα ⊗Zp T )
HQp,α
)HQp,∆\{α} ∼=
∼=
(
O† ̂Eur
∆\{α},◦
⊗Zp (O†Eα ⊗Zp T∆\{α})
)HQp,∆\{α} ∼= O†Eα ⊗Zp (O† ̂Eur
∆\{α},◦
⊗Zp T∆\{α}
)HQp,∆\{α}
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as mere O†E∆,◦-modules. By induction
(
O† ̂Eur
∆\{α},◦
⊗Zp T∆\{α}
)HQp,∆\{α}
is a free module of rank
n over O†E∆\{α},◦ , so D†◦(T ) is a free module of rank n over O
†
E∆,◦
∼= O†Eα ⊗Zp O†E∆\{α},◦ . Hence
D†(T ) ∼= O†E∆ ⊗O†E∆,◦ D
†
◦(T ) is free of rank n over O†E∆ as claimed.
Finally, the map
id⊗ϕα : O†E∆ ⊗ϕα,O†E∆ D
†(T )→ D†(T )
is an isomorphism for all α ∈ ∆ by Nakayama’s Lemma and Prop. 3.1.6, since it is an
isomorphism modulo p (we have O†E∆/(p) ∼= E∆ and D†(T )/pD†(T ) ∼= D(T/pT )). We deduce
D†(V ) = D†(T )[p−1] is an object in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆, E †∆).
We end this section by proving a result that will be needed in the last section, but might
be of independent interest, too.
Proposition 3.2.5. Let T be a p-torsion free object in RepZp(GQp,∆) and put D
† := D†(T ).
Then for all α ∈ ∆, we have O†E∆ ⊗O†Eα D
†
α(T|GQp,α)
∼= D† as (ϕα,Γα)-modules. In particular,
there exists a basis (system of free generators) of D†—depending on α ∈ ∆—such that the
matrix of ϕα and γα ∈ Γα lie in O†Eα.
Proof. By induction on |∆| and the main argument in the proof of Prop. 3.2.2, the GQp,α-
representation
(
O† ̂Eur
∆\{α},◦
⊗Zp T
)HQp,∆\{α}
is isomorphic to O†E∆\{α},◦ ⊗Zp T . Applying D†α =
(O†Êurα ⊗Zp ·)
HQp,α on this isomorphism yields O†E∆,◦ ⊗O†Eα D
†
α(T|GQp,α)
∼= D†◦(T ) as (ϕα,Γα)-
modules. The statement follows from Lemma 3.2.4.
Remark. The statement of Prop. 3.2.5 is true for étale (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-modules over OE∆ , too.
3.3 Extended multivariable Robba rings
Now our main goal is to show that the basechange functor from Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆, E †∆) to
Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆, E∆) is an equivalence of categories. We proceed along the lines of the proof
by Kedlaya (see Remark 1.7.4, Prop. 1.2.7, and 2.5.8 in [21]) in the one variable case. For
this recall that the extended Robba ring R˜ over Qp is the ring of formal generalized Laurent
series
∑
i∈Q aiu
i with ai ∈ Qp satisfying the following conditions:
(i) For each c > 0 the set of i ∈ Q such that |ai|p ≥ c is well-ordered.
(ii) There exists a real number 0 < ρ < 1 such that for all ρ < r < 1 we have supi∈Q |ai|pri <
∞.
Remark. Let
∑
i∈Q aiu
i as above. Then the finiteness of the supremum supi∈Q |ai|p(r − ε)i
for some ε ∈ (0, r−ρ) implies |ai|pri → 0 as i→ −∞, and the finiteness of supi∈Q |ai|p(r1+ε)i
with max(ρ − r1, 0) < ε < 1 − r1 implies |ai|pri1 → 0 as i → +∞ for all 0 < r1 < 1. This
shows that our definition of R˜ is equivalent to that given in Def. 2.2.4 of [21].
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Further we denote by R˜bd (resp. R˜int) the subring of R˜ with bounded (resp. integral, ie.
bounded by 1) coefficients. The Frobenius ϕ is defined on these rings by sending
∑
i∈Q aiu
i
to
∑
i∈Q aiu
pi and is therefore bijective. By Prop. 2.2.6 in [21] there exists a ϕ-equivariant
embedding ι : R →֒ R˜ that preserves the r-norm of each element that is convergent on an
annulus (ρ, 1) with p−p/(p−1) ≤ ρ < r < 1. More concretely, the variable X is sent to
liml ιl(X) ∈ R˜int where for l ≥ 1 the sequence ιl(X) is defined inductively by putting ι1(X) :=
u and
ιl+1(X) := ιl(X) + u
∞∑
j=0
pjϕ−j−1
(
(ιl(X) + 1)
p − 1− ϕ(ιl(X))
up
)
. (10)
As before, we consider a copy R˜intα , R˜bdα , and R˜α of these rings (with variable uα) for each
α ∈ ∆. Now we define a multivariable analogue of these rings as follows. We consider the set
R˜int∆ of multivariable generalized Laurent series with coefficients in Qp of the form
a :=
∑
i=(iα)α∈∆∈Q∆
ai
∏
α∈∆
uiαα ∈ QQ
∆
p (11)
satisfying the following conditions:
(i) For each fixed c > 0 and α ∈ ∆ the set of iα ∈ Q such that there exists an i ∈ Q∆
having iα in coordinate α with |ai| ≥ c is well-ordered.
(ii) There exists a real number 0 < ρ < 1 such that for any tuple r = (rα)α∈∆ ∈ (ρ, 1)∆ we
have |a|r := supi∈Q |ai|
∏
α∈∆ r
iα
α <∞.
(iii) lim supr→(1)α∈∆ |a|r ≤ 1.
Note that for any formal sum a ∈ QQ∆p of the form (11) the supremum
|a|r := sup
i∈Q
|ai|
∏
α∈∆
riαα ∈ R≥0 ∪ {∞}
makes sense. We say that a ∈ QQ∆p converges on the polyannulus (ρ, 1)∆ for some 0 < ρ < 1 if
|a|r <∞ for all tuples r ∈ (ρ, 1)∆. Further, a sequence (an)n≥1 of formal expressions in QQ∆p
is said to be Cauchy in the r-norm if |an|r < ∞ for all n ≥ 1 and for all ε > 0 there exists
an integer N ≥ 1 such that for all n,m ≥ N we have |an − am|r < ε (or by the ultramtric
inequality it suffices to assume this for m = n + 1 only). Note that if a sequence (an) is
Cauchy in | · |r then so are the coordinates (ai,n)n≥1 for all i ∈ Q∆. In particular, any Cauchy
sequence has a unique limit in | · |r and this limit does not depend on r in the sense that
whenever (an)n≥1 is also Cauchy in | · |r′ for some tuple r′ ∈ (0, 1)∆ then the limit is the same
in | · |r′ as in | · |r. However, a priori it is unclear whether this limit also satisfies conditions
(i)− (iii) even if it exists and each formal expression an (n ≥ 1) satisfies these conditions.
Lemma 3.3.1. Assume the above conditions (i)− (iii). Then ai lies in Zp for all i ∈ Q∆ and
we have |ai|
∏
α∈∆ r
iα
α → 0 as maxα(|iα|)→∞.
Proof. The statement on the integrality of the coefficients ai follows from (iii). The second
statement follows from applying the finiteness of the supremum supi∈Q |ai|
∏
α∈∆ r
′iα
α with
r′β := rβ ± ε and r′α := rα (α ∈ ∆ \ {β}) for all choices of β ∈ ∆.
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We are going to show that R˜int∆ is in fact a ring with respect to formal addition and
multiplication. Moreover, it is a subring of the ring W (k˜∆) of p-typical Witt vectors of the
perfect ring
k˜∆ = {b :=
∑
i=(iα)α∈∆∈Q∆
bi
∏
α∈∆
uα
iα | bi ∈ Fp and for all α ∈ ∆ the set of iα
s. t. there exists an i ∈ Q∆ having iα in coordinate α with bi 6= 0 is well-ordered}
of characteristic p.
Lemma 3.3.2. k˜∆ forms a perfect ring of characteristic p with respect to formal addition and
multiplication.
Proof. The fact that k˜∆ is an Fp-vector space with respect to formal addition follows from
noting that the set of well-ordered subsets of Q is closed under finite union and under taking
subsets. The multiplication is well-defined since for two well-ordered subsets A,B ⊂ Q the
Minkowski sum A+B = {a+ b ∈ Q | a ∈ A, b ∈ B} is also well-ordered. Finally, perfectness
follows from the fact that for a well-ordered subset A ⊂ Q the set p−1A = {p−1a ∈ Q | a ∈ A}
is well-ordered, too.
Now the ring W (k˜∆) of p-typical Witt vectors of k˜∆ is a strict p-ring. For any α ∈ ∆
and positive integer n we denote by u
1/n
α the multiplicative (Teichmüller) representative of
uα
1/n. This is consistent with the notations as we have (u
1/nm
α )n = u
1/m
α for all n,m ≥ 1
by multiplicativity. Further, for any tuple i = (iα)α ∈ Q∆ the product
∏
α∈∆ u
iα
α ∈ W (k˜∆)
makes sense and is the multiplicative representative of
∏
α∈∆ uα
iα . In particular, the ring A
of formal expressions (11) with coefficients ai ∈ Zp satisfying condition (i) above is a strict
p-ring with A/pA ∼= k˜∆ whence we have A ∼= W (k˜∆) by Thm. 1.1.8 in [23]. In particular,
R˜int∆ can be viewed as a subset of W (k˜∆) by the first statement in Lemma 3.3.1.
Lemma 3.3.3. The subset R˜int∆ ⊂ W (k˜∆) is a dense subring in the p-adic topology. In
particular, we have W (k˜∆) ∼= lim←−h R˜
int
∆ /(p
h).
Proof. R˜int∆ is clearly closed under addition. For a generalized formal Laurent series a of the
form (11) and α ∈ ∆ we define the sets
Iα(a) := {iα ∈ Q | there exists an i ∈ Q∆ having iα in coordinate α with ai 6= 0} ;
Iα(a, c) := {iα ∈ Q | there exists an i ∈ Q∆ having iα in coordinate α with |ai| ≥ c}
for all real number c > 0. Assume that Iα(a) is well-ordered for all α ∈ ∆ and some fixed
a ∈ W (k˜∆). In particular, there exists a rational number s such that s ≤ iα for all iα ∈ Iα(a)
and for all α ∈ ∆. Hence |ai|
∏
α∈∆ r
iα
α ≤
∏
α r
s
α for all i ∈ Q∆ and r ∈ (0, 1)∆ as ai ∈ Zp.
In particular, |a|r < ∞ and lim supr→(1)α∈∆ |a|r ≤ 1. We deduce that a belongs to R˜int∆ . In
particular, R˜int◦,∆ := {a ∈ W (k˜∆) | Iα(a) is well-ordered for all α ∈ ∆} is a subring in W (k˜∆)
(by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.3.2) contained in R˜int∆ on which each
function | · |r (r ∈ (0, 1)∆) is finite and is a multiplicative norm. By construction we have
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R˜int◦,∆/(pn) ∼= W (k˜∆)/(pn), ie. R˜int◦,∆ is dense p-adically in W (k˜∆). Therefore R˜int∆ is also dense
p-adically in W (k˜∆).
Finally, let a, b ∈ R˜int∆ be two elements both converging on the polyannulus (ρ, 1)∆ for
some 0 < ρ < 1. Then for any tuple r = (rα)α∈∆ with ρ < rα < 1 for all α ∈ ∆ we may
write a = limn→∞ an and b = limn→∞ bn convergent in the r-norm with elements an, bn ∈ R˜int◦,∆
such that the sets Iα(an) and Iα(bn) are bounded (below and above) for all α ∈ ∆ and any
fixed n ≥ 0. Indeed, the boundedness can be achieved using a combination of (i) and the
second statement in Lemma 3.3.1 applied to both a and b. Now the sequence (anbn)n tends
to ab coefficientwise (ie. for each fixed i ∈ Q∆ in the coefficient of ∏α∈∆ uiαα ) and is a Cauchy
sequence in the r-norm. We deduce that |ab|r = limn |anbn|r = limn |an|r|bn|r = |a|r|b|r < ∞
whence ab satisfies both (ii) and (iii).
Note that the absolute p-Frobenius ϕ lifts to the Witt ringW (k˜∆) (by the formula ϕ(uα) =
upα for all α ∈ ∆) and is bijective. Moreover, it is also bijective on the subring R˜int∆ . Further,
we have the partial Frobenii ϕα (α ∈ ∆) acting on both these rings by the rule ϕα(uα) := upα
and ϕα(uβ) = uβ for β ∈ ∆ \ {α}.
Lemma 3.3.4. Assume that a sequence (an)n of elements in R˜int∆ is Cauchy in the r-norm.
Then (an)n converges coefficientwise to an element in
∏
i∈Q∆ Zp
∏
α∈∆ u
iα
α . In particular, if it
converges to an element a ∈ W (k˜∆) in the r-norm then a does not depend on r.
Proof. This follows noting that whenever (an)n is Cauchy in the r-norm for some r then so is
the coefficients of any fixed
∏
α∈∆ u
iα
α in an.
Proposition 3.3.5. There exists an embedding ι : O†E∆ →֒ R˜int∆ that is norm-preserving and
ϕα-equivariant for all α ∈ ∆.
Remark. By ‘norm-preserving’ we mean that for any tuple r ∈ (0, 1)∆ and λ ∈ O†E∆ we have|ι(λ)|r = |λ|r including that one side is +∞ if and only if so is the other.
Proof. Note that the construction of R˜int∆ is functorial in the finite set ∆. In particular, we
have a ring embedding R˜intα →֒ R˜int∆ sending uα ∈ R˜intα to uα ∈ R˜int∆ . This is norm-preserving
and ϕα-equivariant. Precomposed by the ϕα-equivariant and norm-preserving embedding
O†Eα →֒ R˜intα defined by the sequence (10) we obtain an embedding ια : O†Eα →֒ R˜int∆ . On
monomials of the form
∏
α∈∆X
nα
α we define ι by putting ι(
∏
α∈∆X
nα
α ) :=
∏
α∈∆ ια(Xα)
nα.
This extends to a ring homomorphism ι : Zp[Xα, X−1α | α ∈ ∆] =
⊗
Zp,α∈∆ Zp[Xα, X
−1
α ] that
is norm-preserving in each r-norm (r ∈ (0, 1)∆) and ϕα-equivariant for all α ∈ ∆. For any
element λ ∈ O†E∆ there exists a tuple r such that λ is convergent in the r-norm whence it is
the limit of a sequence (λn)n ⊂ Zp[X±1α | α ∈ ∆] in the r-norm. Since ι preserves the r-norm,
the sequence ι(λn) is Cauchy in the r-norm, so it converges to an element in
∏
i∈Q∆ Zp
∏
uiαα
that we denote by ι(λ). We need to show that ι(λ) satisfies (i), (ii), (iii).
By construction Iα(ια(Xα)) ⊂ [1, 2) is bounded. Therefore we have Iα(ια(Xnα)) ⊂ [n, 2n)
for all positive integers n. In particular, any element of Iα(ια(X
m
α )) is bigger than any element
of Iα(ια(X
n
α)) if m ≥ 2n. This shows that for any integer N > 0 and real number c the
set
⋃
n≥N Iα(ια(X
n
α), c) is well ordered as any strictly decreasing infinite sequence would be
contained in
⋃
M≥n≥N Iα(ια(X
n
α), c) for some integer M which is well-ordered being a finite
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union of well-ordered subsets of Q. Now note that any element λ ∈ O†E∆ has bounded
denominators modulo ph for any h showing that Iα(λ, c) is contained in
⋃
n≥N Iα(ια(X
n
α), c)
for some N (depending on c). This shows (i) for ι(λ).
Since ι preserves | · |r for all r we deduce that |ι(λ)|r = |λ|r < ∞ for all r ∈ (ρ, 1)∆ for
some 0 < ρ < 1 and
lim sup
r→(1)α∈∆
|ι(λ)|r ≤ lim sup
r→(1)α∈∆
|λ|r ≤ 1 .
Passing to the p-adic completion we obtain an embedding OE∆ = lim←−hO
†
E∆/(p
h) →֒
lim←−h R˜
int
∆ /(p
h) = W (k˜∆) that we still denote by ι.
Proposition 3.3.6. We have ι(O†E∆) = ι(OE∆) ∩ R˜int∆ as subrings in W (k˜∆).
Proof. The containment ι(O†E∆) ⊆ ι(OE∆)∩R˜int∆ is clear, so let a :=
∑
i=(iα)α∈∆∈Q∆ ai
∏
α∈∆ u
iα
α
be both in ι(OE∆) and R˜int∆ . In particular, we have a λ =
∑
k∈Z∆ λk
∏
αX
kα
α in OE∆ with
a = ι(λ) and we are bound to show that λ lies in O†E∆ . Now let 0 < ρ < 1 be such that
a = ι(λ) converges on the polyannulus (ρ, 1)∆ and let r ∈ (ρ, 1)∆ be arbitrary. Assume
there exists an index k ∈ Z∆ such that |λk
∏
αX
kα
α |r > |a|r and choose k0 = (k0,α)α∈∆
such that |λk0 | is maximal among these. We may further assume that k0 is minimal for the
lexicographical ordering in some fixed ordering ∆ = {α1 < · · · < α|∆|} among the indices k
with |λk
∏
αX
kα
α |r > |a|r and |λk| maximal (there exists such since for fixed absolute value
of the coefficient the indices are bounded below for elements in OE∆). Now note that by
construction we have
ι(Xkαα ) = u
kα
α + terms of higher degree
for any α ∈ ∆ and integer kα ∈ Z. By the choice of k0 we deduce |ak0 | = |λk0| hence
|a|r < |λk0
∏
αX
k0,α
α |r = |ak0
∏
α∈∆ u
k0,α
α |r ≤ |a|r, contradiction. We deduce |λ|r ≤ |a|r < ∞
(a posteriori we have equality) and lim supr→(1)α∈∆ |λ|r ≤ lim supr→(1)α∈∆ |a|r ≤ 1 showing
that λ belongs to O†E∆ .
3.4 The equivalence of categories
Proposition 3.4.1. Let D† be an object in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆,O†E∆) and put D := OE∆ ⊗O†E∆ D
†.
Then the natural map
h0Φ•(1⊗ id) : h0Φ•(D†)→ h0Φ•(D)
is bijective.
Proof. We proceed in three steps as follows. The proof is inspired by the proof of the 1-variable
case (Prop. 2.5.8 in [21]).
Step 1. We pass to the extended rings and reduce to the case when D† is free. Since
OE∆/(ph) ∼= O†E∆/(ph) for all h ≥ 1, we have D†[p∞] ∼= D[p∞]. In particular, hiΦ•(D†[p∞]) ∼=
hiΦ•(D[p∞]) for all i ≥ 0. Therefore by the long exact sequence of hiΦ•(·) we may assume
without loss of generality that D† has no p-torsion whence D† is free as a module over O†E∆
by Thm. 3.1.9. Denote its rank by n and put D˜† := R˜int∆ ⊗O†E∆ D
† and D˜ := W (k˜∆)⊗R˜int∆ D˜
†.
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Hence D˜† (resp. D˜) is free of rank n as a module over R˜int∆ (resp. overW (k˜∆)). The injectivity
of h0Φ•(1 ⊗ id) is clear. Choosing a basis of the free module D†, we need to verify that the
coordinates of elements in h0Φ•(D) belong to O†E∆ . Therefore by Prop. 3.3.6 it suffices to
show that the natural map
h0Φ•(1⊗ id) : h0Φ•(D˜†)→ h0Φ•(D˜)
is bijective.
Pick a basis of D˜† and for each β ∈ ∆ we put Bβ ∈ GLn(R˜int∆ ) for the matrix of ϕβ in the
chosen basis and Aβ := B
−1
β ∈ GLn(R˜int∆ ). Assume that v ∈ W (k˜∆)n is the coordinate vector
of an element in h0Φ•(D˜), ie. we have Aβv = ϕβ(v) for all β ∈ ∆. We are going to show that
v ∈ (R˜int∆ )n, ie. it satisfies conditions (i) − (iii). Since v ∈ W (k˜∆)n, condition (i) is clear.
For a matrix A = ((aij))1≤i,j≤n ∈ GLn(R˜int∆ ) (resp. column vector v = (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ W (k˜∆)n)
and r ∈ (0, 1)∆ we put |A|r := max1≤i,j≤n |aij |r (resp. |v|r := max1≤i≤n |vi|r). We write
Aβ =
∑
j∈Q∆ Aβ,j
∏
α∈∆ u
jα
α and vi =
∑
ji∈Z∆ aji
∏
α∈∆ u
ji,α
α with Aβ,j ∈ Zn×np , aji ∈ Zp, and
i = 1, . . . , n.
Let ε > 0 be a real number. Since Aβ ∈ GLn(R˜int∆ ) for all β ∈ ∆, there exists a radius
ρ = ρ(ε) ∈ (0, 1) such that we have |Aβ|r ≤ 1 + ε (apply (iii)) for any tuple r = (rα)α∈∆ ∈
(ρ, 1)∆ and for all β ∈ ∆. Pick a tuple r ∈ (ρ, 1)∆.
Step 2. We suppose |Aβ|r ≤ 1 for all β ∈ ∆ and show |v|r ≤ 1. Assume for contradiction
that v = (v1, . . . , vn)
T has |v|r > 1. We define
c := sup
1≤i≤n
sup
ji∈Q∆, |aji
∏
α∈∆ u
ji,α
α |r>1
|aji | ∈ [0, 1] .
By (i) the set Ui,α := {ji,α ∈ Q | |aji | = c} is well-ordered for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, α ∈ ∆.
Hence {∏α∈∆ r−ji,αα | |aji | = c} ⊂ R is also well-ordered since r−1α > 1 for all α ∈ ∆. So the
supremum
sup
1≤i≤n
sup
ji∈Q∆, |aji |=c
|aji
∏
α∈∆
uji,αα |r = sup
1≤i≤n
sup
ji∈Q∆, |aji |=c
c
∏
α∈∆
rji,αα
is taken at an index ji
(0) = (j
(0)
i,β )β∈∆ ∈ Q∆ for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Since |aji(0)
∏
α∈∆ u
j
(0)
i,α
α |r > 1,
we have j
(0)
i,β < 0 for some β ∈ ∆. We claim that the coefficient of the monomial
ϕβ(
∏
α∈∆
u
j
(0)
i,α
α ) = u
pj
(0)
i,β
α
∏
α∈∆\{β}
u
j
(0)
i,α
α
in the ith coordinate of Aβv cannot have absolute value as big as |aji(0) | contradicting to the
assumption that Aβv = ϕβ(v). At first note that j
(0)
i,β < 0 implies |aji(0)ϕβ(
∏
α∈∆ u
j
(0)
i,α
α )|r >
|aji(0)
∏
α∈∆ u
j
(0)
i,α
α |r > 1, so the terms in v with | · |r ≤ 1 can only produce terms with smaller
| · |r since |Aβ|r ≤ 1. On the other hand, the coefficients aji of the terms in the coordinates of
v with |aji
∏
α∈∆ u
ji,α
α |r > 1 have absolute value at most c = |aji(0)|, so the terms with |aji | < c
cannot contribute either as we have Aβ,j ∈ Zn×np . Finally, the terms with |aji| = c all have
| · |r at most |aji(0)
∏
α∈∆ u
j
(0)
i,α
α |r therefore cannot add up to a term |aji(0)ϕβ(
∏
α∈∆ u
j
(0)
i,α
α )|r >
|aji(0)
∏
α∈∆ u
j
(0)
i,α
α |r (using again |Aβ|r ≤ 1).
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Step 3. The general case. For each α ∈ ∆ put nα :=
[
log(1+ε)
(1−p) log rα
]
+ 1 ∈ Z>0 and divide
the basis of D˜† by
∏
α∈∆ u
nα
α . Put A
′
β (β ∈ ∆) for the matrix of ϕ−1β in the new basis. Since
dividing the basis by uβ changes Aβ to Aβu
p−1
β and does not change Aβ′ (β
′ 6= β ∈ ∆), we
deduce
|A′β|r = |Aβ|rr(p−1)nβα ≤ (1 + ε)r
log(1+ε)
− log rβ
β = 1
for all β ∈ ∆. On the other hand, the coordinate vector v changes to v∏α∈∆ unαα in the new
basis. By Step 2 we obtain
|v|r =
∏
α∈∆
r−nαα |v
∏
α∈∆
unαα |r ≤
∏
α∈∆
r−nαα ≤
∏
α∈∆
r
− log(1+ε)
(1−p) log rα
−1
α =
= (1 + ε)
|∆|
p−1
∏
α∈∆
r−1α ≤ (1 + ε)
|∆|
p−1ρ−|∆| → 1
as ε→ 0 and ρ→ 1.
Theorem 3.4.2. The basechange functor from Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆,O†E∆) to Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆,OE∆) is an
equivalence of categories.
Proof. The essential surjectivity follows from Prop. 3.2.2 combined with the equivalence of
categories between Zp-representations of GQp,∆ and Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆,OE∆) (Thm. 4.11 in [37]).
The faithfulness is clear from Thm. 3.1.9 noting that the basechange functor is the identity
on the p-power torsion part. Finally, for objects D†1, D
†
2 in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆,O†E∆) the O†E∆-module
HomO†E∆
(D†1, D
†
2) is also an object in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆,O†E∆) via the operators ϕα(f)(ϕα(x)) :=
ϕα(f(x)) and γα(f)(γα(x)) := γα(f(x)) (α ∈ ∆ and γα ∈ Γα). Moreover, the morphisms as
(ϕ∆,Γ∆)-modules are exactly those elements of HomO†E∆
(D†1, D
†
2) that are ϕα and Γα-invariant
for all α ∈ ∆. The statement follows from applying Prop. 3.4.1 to D† := HomO†E∆ (D
†
1, D
†
2).
Inverting p we obtain
Corollary 3.4.3. The basechange functor from Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆, E †∆) to Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆, E∆) is an
equivalence of categories.
Corollary 3.4.4. Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆,O†E∆) (resp. Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆, E †∆)) is equivalent to the category of
continuous representations of GQp,∆ on finitely generated Zp-modules (resp. on finite dimen-
sional Qp-vectorspaces). The equivalence is realized by the functor D†.
Corollary 3.4.5. Let D† be an object in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆,O†E∆) and α ∈ ∆. There exists a basis
(e1, . . . , ed) of D
† (depending on α) in which the matrices of both ϕα and γα ∈ Γα lie in the
subring O†Eα ⊂ O†E∆ . In particular, D†(α) :=
∑d
i=1O†Eαei is an étale (ϕα,Γα)-module over O†Eα
that corresponds to the restriction of V(D†) to the component GQp,α.
Proof. This follows combining Prop. 3.2.5 and Cor. 3.4.4.
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3.5 Overconvergent Herr complex
In this section, we extend the definition of Herr complex from Section 2.1 to objects in
Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆, E †∆) and show it computes the Galois cohomology. In the overconvergent case,
we first deal with Iwasawa complex and use it to deduce the results for overconvergent Herr
complex.
We first show Ψ•(D†) (defined below) calculates the Iwasawa cohomology. We have an
injective ring endomorphism ϕα : O†E∆ → O†E∆ and define ψα := ϕ−1α ◦ 1p TrO†E∆/ϕ(O†E∆ ) as a
distinguished left-inverse of ϕα for any α ∈ ∆. In more concrete terms ψα is the unique left
inverse of ϕα that vanishes on (1 +Xα)
jϕα(O†E∆) for all j not divisible by p.
For a (ϕ∆,Γ∆)-module D
† over O†E∆ and x ∈ D† we may write x =
∑p−1
i=0 (1 +Xα)
iϕα(xi)
for some elements xi ∈ D† (i = 0, . . . , p − 1) and put ψα(x) := x0. We define the cochain
complex
Ψ•(D†) : 0→ D† →
⊕
α∈∆
D† → · · · →
⊕
{α1,...,αr}∈(∆r)
D† → · · · → D† → 0
where for all 0 ≤ r ≤ |∆| − 1 the map dβ1,...,βr+1α1,...,αr : D† → D† from the component in the rth
term corresponding to {α1, . . . , αr} ⊆ ∆ to the component corresponding to the (r+1)-tuple
{β1, . . . , βr+1} ⊆ ∆ is given by
dβ1,...,βr+1α1,...,αr =
{
0 if {α1, . . . , αr} 6⊆ {β1, . . . , βr+1}
(−1)η(id−ψβ) if {β1, . . . , βr+1} = {α1, . . . , αr} ∪ {β} ,
where η = η(α1, . . . , αr, β) is the number of elements in the set ∆ \ {α1, . . . , αr} smaller than
β.
In order to compute the cohomology of the above complex Ψ•(D†) we need mixed rings
that behave like “overconvergent” for a subset S ⊆ ∆ of variables and like p-adically completed
rings for the other variables. Recall that OE∆ consists of Laurent series of the form
f =
∑
k∈Z∆
ck
∏
α∈∆
Xkαα
with ck ∈ Zp such that |ck|p → 0 as long as minα kα → −∞. For a subset S ⊆ ∆ we define
the mixed ring O†E∆,S as the subset of those f as above with the following two convergence
properties:
(i) There exist real numbers 0 < ρβ < 1 for all β ∈ S such that
|f |rS = sup
k∈Z∆
|ck|p
∏
β∈S
r
kβ
β
is finite for any sequence rS = (rβ)β∈S with ρβ < rβ < 1.
(ii) We have lim suprS→(1)β∈S |f |rS ≤ 1.
Note that we have O†E∆,∆ = O
†
E∆ and O
†
E∆,∅ = OE∆ . We put D
†
S := O†E∆,S ⊗O†E∆ D
†.
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Lemma 3.5.1. For subsets S ⊆ S ′ ⊆ ∆ we have O†E∆,S′ ⊆ O
†
E∆,S .
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that S ′ = S ∪ {α} for some α ∈ ∆. Pick an
element
f =
∑
k∈Z∆
ck
∏
α∈∆
Xkαα ∈ O†E∆,S∪{α} .
By condition (ii) above there exists a real number ρ = ρ(ε) ∈ (0, 1) such that |f |rS∪{α} ≤ 1+ε
for any rS∪{α} ∈ (ρ, 1)S∪{α}. Fixing ρ < rβ < 1 for β ∈ S and letting rα → 1 we deduce
|f |rS ≤ 1 + ε. This implies both (i) and (ii) (the latter by letting ε→ 0).
Lemma 3.5.2. For any two subsets S, S ′ ⊆ ∆ we have O†E∆,S′ ∩O
†
E∆,S = O
†
E∆,S∪S′ .
Proof. The containment O†E∆,S′ ∩O
†
E∆,S ⊇ O†E∆,S∪S′ is covered by Lemma 3.5.1. For sequences
rS ∈ (0, 1)S and r′S′ ∈ (0, 1)S′ we have
|ck
∏
β∈∆
X
kβ
β |√rr′S∪S′ =
√
|ck
∏
β∈∆
X
kβ
β |rS |ck
∏
β∈∆
X
kβ
β |r′S′
where the sequence
√
rr′S∪S′ is defined in coordinate α ∈ S ∪ S ′ by the formula
√
rαr′α where
rα (resp. r
′
α) is defined as 1 for all α ∈ S ′ \S (resp. for all α ∈ S \S ′). This yields the estimate
|f |√rr′S∪S′ ≤
√|f |rS |f |r′S′ for all f ∈ O†E∆,S′ ∩O†E∆,S and we are done.
Assume f ∈ R is an element in the one variable Robba ring converging on the annulus
[ρ, 1) and ρ < ρ1 < ρ2 < 1. Then we have |f |ρ1 ≤ max(|f |ρ, |f |ρ2). Indeed, this is clear for any
monomial and also for any Laurent-polynomial, therefore it is also true for any f converging
on the annulus [ρ, 1) by continuity. We call this the maximum principle for elements of R
which is crucial in the proof of the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.5.3. For any α ∈ ∆ the ring O†E∆,{α} consists of all Laurent series of the form
f =
∑
k∈Z∆\{α}
fk
∏
β∈∆\{α}
X
kβ
β
where fk ∈ O†Eα for all k ∈ Z∆\{α} satisfying the following properties:
(a) There exist real numbers 0 < ρ < 1 and C > 0 independent of k such that fk converges
on the annulus ρ ≤ |Xα|p < 1 and we have |fk|ρ ≤ C.
(b) We have lim supr→1 |fk|r → 0 as long as minβ∈∆\{α} kβ → −∞.
Proof. At first note that for any real number 0 < rα < 1 the rα-norm of f (for the subset
S = {α}) equals |f |rα = supk∈Z∆\{α} |fk|rα by definition. Therefore condition (a) follows for
any f ∈ O†E∆,{α} . Since f lies inOE∆ , the denominators in f modulo pn must be bounded, ie. for
any n ≥ 1 there exists an integer k = k(n) ∈ Z such that fk is divisible by pn in O†Eα whenever
minβ∈∆\{α} kβ ≤ k. However, fk is divisible by pn if and only if lim supr→1 |fk|r ≤ p−n therefore
(b) follows for any f ∈ O†E∆,{α} .
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Conversely, let f be a Laurent series as above satisfying (a) and (b). Combining the
maximum principle with (a) we deduce |fk|r ≤ max(C, 1) for all k ∈ Z∆\{α} and ρ ≤ r < 1.
In particular, |f |rα ≤ max(C, 1) for all ρ ≤ rα < 1 since all the coefficients of the Xα-
expansion of fk lie in Zp. This is condition (i) in the definition of O†E∆,{α} . In order to show
(ii) we need a quantitative version of the above cited maximum principle: There exists an
integer N = N(C, ρ) < 0 such that Cρ−N < 1. So for any ε > 0 there is a real number
0 < ρ1 = ρ1(ε,N) < 1 such that r
n
α ≤ 1 + ε for all ρ1 ≤ rα < 1 and N ≤ n. On the other
hand, there is another real number 0 < ρ2 = ρ2(C, ρ,N) such that we have Cρ
N
2 ρ
−N < 1.
So if we have a monomial aXnα with a ∈ Zp such that |aXnα |ρ ≤ C then for any real number
max(ρ1, ρ2) < rα < 1 we compute
|aXnα |rα = |a|rnα ≤
{
1 + ε for n ≥ N
Crnαρ
−n < Cρn2ρ
−n < CρN2 ρ
−N < 1 for n < N .
We deduce |fk|rα ≤ 1 + ε for all k which yields |f |rα ≤ 1 + ε showing (ii). Finally, the
coefficient of X−nα in fk tends p-adically to 0 uniformly in k. Combining this with (b) we
deduce that f lies in OE∆ therefore by the above discussion it also lies in O†E∆,{α} .
For an inductional proof of the comparison between cohomologies of the overconvergent
and completed Herr complexes our key is the following
Proposition 3.5.4. For any subset S ⊂ ∆ and α ∈ ∆\S the natural inclusion D†S∪{α} →֒ D†S
induces a quasi-isomorphism between the cochain complexes 0→ D†S∪{α}
ψα−1→ D†S∪{α} → 0 and
0→ D†S
ψα−1→ D†S → 0.
Proof. By Cor. 3.4.5 we may choose a basis (e1, . . . , ed) of D
† in which the matrices of both
ψα and γα lie in the subring O†Eα ⊂ O†E∆ and put D†(α) :=
∑d
i=1O†Eαei.
We prove the isomorphism on h0 first. Pick an element x =
∑d
i=1 f
(i)ei ∈
∑d
i=1O†E∆,Sei =
D†S that is a fixed point of ψα. Further, we write
f (i) =
∑
k∈Z∆\{α}
f
(i)
k
∏
β∈∆\{α}
X
kβ
β .
By Lemma 3.5.2 it suffices to show that x lies in D†{α}. Note that for any k ∈ Z∆\{α},
xk :=
∑d
i=1 f
(i)
k ei ∈ D†(α) is also a fixed point of ψα. Hence by Prop. III.3.2(ii) in [14], f (i)k
lies in O†Eα and converges on an annulus (ρα(D†), 1) (independent of k) for all k ∈ Z∆\{α}.
Moreover, D†(α)ψα=id is compact (Prop. I.5.6(i) in [14]), so we have a uniform bound for |f (i)k |rα
for any real number rα ∈ (ρα(D†), 1) showing condition (a) in Lemma 3.5.3. Condition (b) is
automatic since f (i) lies in OE∆ (see the proof of Lemma 3.5.3).
For the injectivity on h1 pick an element x =
∑d
i=1 f
(i)ei ∈ D†S∪{α} such that x = ψα(y)−y
for some y =
∑d
i=1 g
(i)ei ∈ D†S and let A = (ai,j)i,j ∈ (O†Eα)d×d be the matrix of ψα. As before,
we write
f (i) =
∑
k∈Z∆\{α}
f
(i)
k
∏
β∈∆\{α}
X
kβ
β , g
(i) =
∑
k∈Z∆\{α}
g
(i)
k
∏
β∈∆\{α}
X
kβ
β ,
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and put xk :=
∑d
i=1 f
(i)
k ei, yk :=
∑d
i=1 g
(i)
k ei as elements in D
†(α) such that ψα(yk) − yk =
xk for all k ∈ Z∆\{α}. Following [14], we define wn(f) for an element f ∈ OEα as the
smallest integer k such that f lies in X−kα Zp[[Xα,
p
Xp−1α
]] + pn+1OEα. By definition we have
|f |ρ = supn≥0 ρ−wn(f)−n(p−1)p−n for any 0 < ρ < 1 (cf. Prop. III.2.1 in [14]). Further, we put
wn(A) := maxi,j wn(ai,j) and wn(z) for the maximum of the coordinates of z ∈ D†(α) in the
basis e1, . . . , ed. We similarly extend all the functions | · |ρ : O†Eα → R≥0 ∪ {+∞} to elements
of D†(α) as the maximum of the values on the coordinates in the basis e1, . . . , ed. Lemma
I.6.4 in [14] yields wn(yk) ≤ max(wn(xk), pp−1wn(A) + 1) for all n ≥ 0. By Lemma 3.5.3 there
exist real numbers p−
1
p−1 < ρ < 1 and C > 0 such that and |f (i)k |ρ < C for all k ∈ Z∆\{α}
and 1 ≤ i ≤ d. By possibly enlarging ρ and C further, we may assume that all the entries
of the matrix A satisfy |ai,j|
ρ
p
p−1
< Cρ. In particular, we have ρ−wn(xk)−n(p−1)p−n < C and
ρ−
p
p−1
wn(A)−np−1p−n < C for all n ≥ 0. Putting these together we compute
|yk|ρ = sup
n≥0
ρ−wn(yk)−n(p−1)p−n ≤ sup
n≥0
ρ−max(wn(xk),
p
p−1
wn(A)+1)−n(p−1)p−n ≤
≤ max(sup
n≥0
ρ−wn(xk)−n(p−1)p−n, sup
n≥0
ρ−
p
p−1
wn(A)−1−n(p−1)p−n) < C .
We deduce using Lemma 3.5.3 that y in fact lies in D†{α} whence also in D
†
S∪{α} = D
†
S ∩D†{α}
by Lemma 3.5.2.
For the surjectivity on h1 pick an arbitrary x ∈ D†S and write, as before,
x =
∑
k∈Z∆
(
∏
β∈∆\{α}
X
kβ
β )xk
with xk in D(α) for any k ∈ Z∆\{α} where D(α) := OEα ⊗O†Eα D
†(α). By Lemma 3.6 in [25]
for each k there are zk ∈ D†(α) and yk ∈ D(α) such that xk = zk + ψα(yk) − yk. Further,
by Prop. I.5.6 in [14] we may choose all the zk from a finitely generated Zp-submodule of
D†(α). Hence by a compactness argument the coordinates of zk in the basis e1, . . . , ed satisfy
condition (a) in Lemma 3.5.3. Moreover, whenever xk lies in p
nD(α) for some integer n ≥ 0
then zk also belongs to p
nD†(α). This, on one hand, shows that (b) in Lemma 3.5.3 is also
satisfied, so z :=
∑
k∈Z∆\{α}(
∏
β∈∆\{α}X
kβ
β )zk makes sense and lies in D
†
{α}. On the other
hand, it also follows that z belongs to D†{β} for any β ∈ S: For any real number 0 < ρβ < 1,
we have
|(
∏
β∈∆\{α}
X
kβ
β )zk|ρβ = ρkββ p−n ≤ |(
∏
β∈∆\{α}
X
kβ
β )xk|ρβ
where n is the largest integer such that zk ∈ pnD†(α). Using Lemma 3.5.2 we conclude
z ∈ D†S∪{α}. Now x− z is coordinatewise in the image of ψα − 1, so it remains to show that
yk glue together to an element of D
†
S. Using again Lemma I.6.4 in [14] we find that wn(yk)
is bounded for any fixed n ≥ 0. Moreover, since D(α)/(ψα − 1)(D(α)) is finitely generated
over Zp, there is an integer r ≥ 0 such that the Zp-torsion part of D(α)/(ψα − 1)(D(α)) is
killed by pr. In particular, whenever xk − zk is divisible by pn then yk can be chosen so that
it is divisible by pn−r. We deduce that y :=
∑
k∈Z∆\{α}(
∏
β∈∆\{α}X
kβ
β )yk makes sense in D.
Finally, the above discussion also yields the estimate
|(
∏
β∈∆\{α}
X
kβ
β )yk|ρβ ≤ pr|(
∏
β∈∆\{α}
X
kβ
β )xk|ρβ
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for any real number 0 < rβ < 1 and β ∈ S, so we obtain y ∈ D†S by Lemmata 3.5.3 and
3.5.2.
Proposition 3.5.5. Let D† be an object in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆,O†E∆). The natural morphism Ψ•(D†)→
Ψ•(D) is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. Since we have O†E∆,∆ = O†E∆ and O†E∆,∅ = OE∆ , we are reduced to showing that the
natural inclusion Ψ•(D†S∪{α}) →֒ Ψ•(D†S) is a quasi-isomorphism for all S ⊂ ∆ and α ∈ ∆\S.
However, this follows from Prop. 3.5.4 noting that Ψ•(D†S∪{α}) (resp. Ψ
•(D†S)) is the total
complex of the double complex 0 → Ψ•∆\{α}(D†S∪{α})
ψα−1→ Ψ•∆\{α}(D†S∪{α}) → 0 (resp. 0 →
Ψ•∆\{α}(D
†
S)
ψα−1→ Ψ•∆\{α}(D†S) → 0) where Ψ•∆\{α}(D†S∪{α}) (resp. Ψ•∆\{α}(D†S)) denotes the
Koszul complex of the operators ψβ − 1 (β ∈ ∆ \ {α}) on D†S∪{α} (resp. on D†S), ie. it is the
subcomplex of Ψ•(D†S∪{α}) (resp. of Ψ
•(D†S)) consisting of the direct summands D
†
S∪{α} (resp.
D†S) in each degree r corresponding to subsets α /∈ {α1, . . . , αr} ⊂ ∆.
Theorem 3.5.6. We have an isomorphism
H iIw(GQp,∆, ·) ∼= hi−dΨ•(D(·)) ∼= hi−dΨ•(D†(·))
of cohomological δ-functors.
Proof. The left isomorphism follows from Theorem 2.5.2 and the right from Prop. 3.5.5.
Let D† be an object in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆,O†E∆). we denote by ΨΓ•(D†) the total complex of the
double complex Γ•(Ψ•(D†)C∆).
Proposition 3.5.7. The complex ΨΓ•(D†) is quasi-isomorphic to ΨΓ•(D). In particular,
both compute the Galois cohomology groups H•(GQp,∆,V(D)).
Proof. This follows from the quasi-isomorphism in Prop. 3.5.5 and definition of the complex.
The second statement follows from Theorem 2.7.7.
Let D† be an object in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆,O†E∆). Analogus to Section 2, we define the cochain
complex
Φ•(D†) : 0→ D† →
⊕
α∈∆
D† → · · · →
⊕
{α1,...,αr}∈(∆r )
D† → · · · → D† → 0
where for all 0 ≤ r ≤ |∆| − 1 the map dβ1,...,βr+1α1,...,αr : D† → D† from the component in the rth
term corresponding to {α1, . . . , αr} ⊆ ∆ to the component corresponding to the (r+1)-tuple
{β1, . . . , βr+1} ⊆ ∆ is given by
dβ1,...,βr+1α1,...,αr =
{
0 if {α1, . . . , αr} 6⊆ {β1, . . . , βr+1}
(−1)ε(id−ϕβ) if {β1, . . . , βr+1} = {α1, . . . , αr} ∪ {β} ,
where ε = ε(α1, . . . , αr, β) is the number of elements in the set {α1, . . . , αr} smaller than β.
Further, the cochain complex ΦΓ•∆(D
†) is defined as the total complex of the double
complex Γ•∆(Φ
•(D†,C∆)) and is called the Herr-complex of D†, where Γ•∆ is defined in Section
2.
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Lemma 3.5.8. For each α ∈ ∆ the map (γα − 1) on
⋂
β∈∆Ker(ψβ : D
† → D†) is bijective.
Proof. Since (γα − 1) divides (γpnα − 1), it suffices to check the bijectivity of the latter for
some large enough n ∈ Z. Further, ⋂β∈∆Ker(ψβ : D† → D†) ⊆ Ker(ψα : D† → D†) is a direct
summand (with projection
∏
β∈∆\{α}(1−ϕβ◦ψβ) : Ker(ψα : D† → D†)→
⋂
β∈∆Ker(ψβ : D
† →
D†) commuting with (γp
n
α − 1)), so we are reduced to showing the bijectivity of (γpnα − 1) as
a map on Ker(ψα : D
† → D†). By Prop. 3.2.5 and Cor. 3.4.4 there exists a basis (e1, . . . , ed)
of D† in which the matrices of both ψα and γα lie in the subring O†Eα ⊂ O†E∆ . In particular,
D†(α) :=
∑d
i=1O†Eαei is an étale (ϕα,Γα)-module over O†Eα that corresponds to the restriction
of V(D†) to the component GQp,α. Therefore the injectivity of (γ
pn
α − 1) follows directly from
the one variable case (Prop. II.6.1 in [13]) as D† ⊂∏k∈Z∆\{α}((∏β∈∆\{α}Xkββ )D†(α)). For the
surjectivity, we are going to use the same principle, but we need to show that the obtained
preimage under (γp
n
α − 1) indeed belongs to the subset D† (ie. it has the required convergence
properties). So we pick an element x =
∑d
i=1 f
(i)ei ∈ Ker(ψα : D† → D†) where f (i) ∈ O†E∆
have expansion
f (i) =
∑
k∈Z∆\{α}
f
(i)
k
∏
β∈∆\{α}
X
kβ
β
for all i = 1, . . . , d converging on a polyannulus (ρ, 1)∆. By Lemma 3.5.3 we have xk =∑d
i=1 f
(i)
k ei ∈ D†(α) for all k ∈ Z∆\{α}. Using again Prop. II.6.1 in [13] there exist real numbers
0 < ρα(D
†) < 1 and 0 < c(D†) not depending on x and an element yk =
∑d
i=1 g
(i)
k ei ∈ D†(α)
with (γp
n
α − 1)(yk) = xk for all k ∈ Z∆\{α} such that
max
i
|g(i)k |rα ≤ r−c(D
†)
α max
i
|f (i)k |rα
for any real number rα ∈ (max(ρ, ρα(D†)), 1). In particular,
g(i) :=
∑
k∈Z∆\{α}
g
(i)
k
∏
β∈∆\{α}
X
kβ
β
lies in O†E∆ and satisfies maxi |g(i)|r ≤ r
−c(D†)
α maxi |f (i)k |r for any r = (rβ)β∈∆ satisfying rβ ∈
(ρ, 1) for all β ∈ ∆ and, in addition, rα ∈ (ρα(D†), 1). Putting y :=
∑d
i=1 g
(i)ei ∈ D† we find
(γp
n
α − 1)(y) = x as desired.
Theorem 3.5.9. Let D† be an object in Det(ϕ∆,Γ∆,O†E∆). Then the complex ΨΓ•∆(D†) is
quasi-isomorphic to ΦΓ•∆(D
†). In particular, both compute the Galois cohomology groups
H•(GQp,∆,V(D)).
Proof. The proof follows closely the proof of Theorem 2.7.7. Consider the morphism
ψ• : Φ•(D†)C∆ → Ψ•(D†)C∆
of cochain complexes that is given by (−1)ε(S)∏α∈S ψα on the copy of D† corresponding to
a subset S ⊆ ∆ with |S| = r in Φr(D)C∆ mapping onto the copy of D† corresponding to S
in Ψ•(D†)C∆ . As this is surjective in each degree via similar argument to Theorem 2.7.7, we
are reduced to showing that the total complex of the double complex Γ•(Ker(ψ•)) is acyclic.
This follows the same way as Lemma 2.7.6 using Lemma 3.5.8 instead of Prop. 2.7.2. Finally,
the second statement is a consequence of Prop. 3.5.7.
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Combining all the previous discussion, we can summarize in the following
Corollary 3.5.10. 1) Let T be an object in RepZp(GQp,∆). We have isomorphisms
H i(GQp,∆, T )
∼= hiΦΓ•∆(D(T )) ∼= hiΦΓ•∆(D†(T )) ∼= hiΨΓ•∆(D†(T )) ;
H iIw(GQp,∆, T )
∼= hi−dΨ•(D(T )) ∼= hi−dΨ•(D†(T ))
natural in T for all i ≥ 0.
2) Let V be an object in RepQp(GQp,∆). We have isomorphisms
H i(GQp,∆, V )
∼= hiΦΓ•∆(D(V )) ∼= hiΦΓ•∆(D†(V )) ∼= hiΨΓ•∆(D†(V )) ;
H iIw(GQp,∆, V )
∼= hi−dΨ•(D(V )) ∼= hi−dΨ•(D†(V ))
natural in V for all i ≥ 0.
Remark. The arguments in this section relied heavily on Prop. 3.2.5 which is only valid a
priori for objects in the essential image of the functor D†. So one cannot, at least trivially,
replace the use of extended Robba rings with the arguments in this section in order to show
Prop. 3.4.1 (and hence Thm. 3.4.2).
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